
City of York Council

Budget Consultation 2018-19

18/12/2017

Produced by the Strategic Business Intelligence Hub

 

The Budget Consultation 2018-19 opened on 13/10/2017 and closed on 15/12/2017. 
 
A total of 828 residents and businesses participated.  
 
The consultation gave the residents and businesses of York the opportunity to put forward their 
views to help the council make decisions and deliver the budget for 2018-19. 
 
The consultation results and the raw data will be made available on the council open data platform 
www.yorkopendata.org. 
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Increased 

council tax levels

Increased charges for 

services

Provided fewer 

services

Provided services 

more efficiently

Total 

responses
Total respondents

2018/19 34% 16% 5% 45% 1299 815

2017/18 54% 30% 17% - 1,456 1,189

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Do you support an increase in council tax to fund adult social care and by how much?

In order to balance the council's budget, would you rather the council (tick as many that apply):

Social Care Precept
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Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Maintenance and upkeep of schools 652 82.43% 37 4.68% 102 12.90%

Maintenance and development of highways and 

infrastructure assets
636 80.81% 52 6.61% 99 12.58%

Maintenance and refurbishment of parks, play 

areas and libraries
621 78.31% 57 7.19% 115 14.50%

Flood defence measures 617 78.40% 72 9.15% 98 12.45%

Renewable energy to reduce council and city 

energy bills
565 71.79% 101 12.83% 121 15.37%

Maintenance of historic assets and facilities 549 69.58% 84 10.65% 156 19.77%

Maintenance of council houses 460 58.38% 122 15.48% 206 26.14%

Maintenance and development of leisure facilities 390 49.87% 161 20.59% 231 29.54%

Maintenance and development of IT systems to 

support frontline services
388 49.68% 166 21.25% 227 29.07%

Various regeneration initiatives 280 36.46% 183 23.83% 305 39.71%

Maintenance and refurbishment of council 

premises
200 25.54% 314 40.10% 269 34.36%

Investment in the commercial property portfolio 129 16.67% 407 52.58% 238 30.75%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Do you agree or disagree that we should prioritise the following areas for investment?

Capital Investment
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Services

2017-18 2017-18 2017-18 

(%)  (%) (%)  (%) (%)  (%)

Adult’s social care services 54 6.93% 6.47% 297 38.13% 30.94% 428 54.94% 62.59%

Housing and homelessness 74 9.55% 13.39% 346 44.65% 47.55% 355 45.81% 39.05%

Children’s social care services 40 5.13% 7.30% 391 50.19% 50.12% 348 44.67% 42.58%

Road and footpath maintenance 35 4.50% 5.04% 400 51.41% 48.28% 343 44.09% 46.68%

Support for schools 63 8.06% 14.59% 418 53.45% 58.90% 301 38.49% 26.51%

Funding for public transport 135 17.37% 11.01% 388 49.94% 58.69% 254 32.69% 30.30%

Street cleaning 34 4.35% 7.87% 506 64.79% 66.05% 241 30.86% 26.08%

Crime prevention and community safety 46 6.24% 8.91% 450 61.06% 62.12% 241 32.70% 28.97%

Services for young people eg youth clubs, 

careers advice
104 13.40% 20.84% 463 59.66% 55.90% 209 26.93% 23.26%

Waste and recycling 39 4.99% 6.58% 535 68.41% 70.55% 208 26.60% 22.87%

Parks and open spaces 81 10.48% 15.53% 519 67.14% 67.10% 173 22.38% 17.38%

Libraries 117 15.04% 22.86% 502 64.52% 60.83% 159 20.44% 16.31%

Sport and leisure facilities, events and 

activities
217 27.96% 32.32% 425 54.77% 53.94% 134 17.27% 13.75%

2018-19 2018-19 2018-19

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Services

Thinking about each of the following services, which do you believe should have its funding stay the same and which should have its 

funding reduced or increased?

Reduced Same Increased
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Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Community Safety including management and delivery of our response to anti 

social behaviour
545 71.15% 61 7.96% 160 20.89%

Emergency Planning; this is already at minimum levels required to plan and co-

ordinate our response to significant events
493 64.19% 68 8.85% 207 26.95%

Early intervention and prevention contracts 444 58.27% 97 12.73% 221 29.00%

Supported employment workshops and offering customers work experience in 

other settings
415 53.90% 148 19.22% 207 26.88%

Commissioned contracted services offering a range of support which are 

considered critical in delivering our early intervention and prevention approach
380 49.61% 155 20.23% 231 30.16%

Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Simplify and standardise practice and process, sharing best practice 656 87.12% 28 3.72% 69 9.16%

Explore opportunities for joint working with Health colleagues 641 84.90% 42 5.56% 72 9.54%

Review existing contracts to determine if efficiencies can be made by 

retendering, commissioning with Health or through other opportunities
593 79.07% 64 8.53% 93 12.40%

Use technology to increase the amount of time our staff spend supporting 

residents
552 73.40% 85 11.30% 115 15.29%

Reviewing the management of YorHome (our social lettings agency) and 

management of housing stock on behalf of housing associations
451 60.78% 82 11.05% 209 28.17%

A saving from undertaking work on empty homes for other councils 423 57.24% 126 17.05% 190 25.71%

Look to externally trade our housing repairs service to deliver income 399 53.34% 188 25.13% 161 21.52%

In-house small day services reviewed and remodelled 378 51.08% 81 10.95% 281 37.97%

Encourage self assessment so customers can determine for themselves 

whether they are likely to be eligible for services
336 44.92% 261 34.89% 151 20.19%

Re-design adult social care services to reduce the number of customers 

accessing care, which in turn will affect the size of the assessment and care 

management function needed to support customers

292 38.99% 313 41.79% 144 19.23%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Health, Housing and Adult Social Care

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for protection in Health, Housing and Adult Social Care?

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for medium-term efficiencies and savings in Health, Housing and Adult Social Care?
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Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Children’s social care services; reductions to social care staffing levels have 

been ruled out as this may place vulnerable children at risk
581 77.99% 47 6.31% 117 15.70%

Education Psychology; the statutory assessment service for Special 

Educational Needs (SEN) children
550 75.34% 55 7.53% 125 17.12%

Core grant funding to organisations such as Citizen’s Advice, Council for 

Voluntary Services and Welfare Benefits Unit
542 72.56% 88 11.78% 117 15.66%

Early intervention fund; a range of small grants to voluntary sector 

organisations who support Children and Young People Plan priorities
509 68.51% 103 13.86% 131 17.63%

Investment in the ‘Troubled Families’ programme to ensure we achieve our 

payment by results target
421 57.05% 128 17.34% 189 25.61%

Ward Committee funding 260 35.47% 206 28.10% 267 36.43%

Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Restructure the childcare strategy team, focused on delivering our statutory 

duty to ensure sufficient places in early years provision, to avoid duplication of 

work and reflect changes in government policy

543 74.69% 66 9.08% 118 16.23%

Support the development of local specialist foster carer capacity to ’Make York 

Home' for most of our looked after children
506 70.18% 61 8.46% 154 21.36%

Develop alternative provision that provides targeted specialist care for children 

with the most complex needs to support them in the long term care of their 

families

504 70.19% 63 8.77% 151 21.03%

Review of Home to School transport provision 416 57.38% 129 17.79% 180 24.83%

Savings in the early years learning and welfare team, which provides support 

and advice to schools (private and voluntary settings), as schools and other 

early years providers can commission and fund services directly

387 53.38% 184 25.38% 154 21.24%

Reduction in the York Museums Trust (YMT) grant contribution 244 33.42% 344 47.12% 142 19.45%

Re-tendering the library service 225 31.03% 334 46.07% 166 22.90%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Children, Education and Communities

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for protection in Children, Education and Communities? 

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for medium-term efficiencies and savings in Children, Education and Communities? 
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Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

In legal services; work relating to childcare 470 66.29% 71 10.01% 168 23.70%

In financial procedures; financial assessments for vulnerable adults 470 66.10% 84 11.81% 157 22.08%

Core statutory services such a financial accounts and legal work 362 50.99% 115 16.20% 233 32.82%

Information Governance e.g. FOI’s and Data Management 279 39.63% 169 24.01% 256 36.36%

Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Opportunities to generate additional income through West Offices 564 78.12% 62 8.59% 96 13.30%

Reduction in staffing and general efficiencies across services 299 41.59% 276 38.39% 144 20.03%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Customer and Corporate Services

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for protection in Customer and Corporate Services?

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for medium-term efficiencies and savings in Customer and Corporate Services?
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Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

The Highways budget for day to day maintenance e.g. potholes, gully emptying and 

bridge maintenance
652 90.30% 22 3.05% 48 6.65%

Maintain current levels of charges and services for domestic waste customers 602 83.15% 64 8.84% 58 8.01%

As a Lead Local Flood Authority under the Flood and Water Management Act, we are 

required to deliver a range of responsibilities for flood risk management
595 83.22% 34 4.76% 86 12.03%

The Winter Maintenance (gritting) budget 590 81.94% 46 6.39% 84 11.67%

Maintain current levels of charges and opening times for services operating from  

Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs)
586 81.16% 64 8.86% 72 9.97%

The Dial and Ride service; public transport provision for the most vulnerable in 

society
490 68.25% 96 13.37% 132 18.38%

The current level of subsidised bus services will be maintained 488 67.78% 126 17.50% 106 14.72%

School crossing patrols 482 66.67% 114 15.77% 127 17.57%

The Concessionary Fares scheme will remain unchanged 461 64.12% 138 19.19% 120 16.69%

Agree Agree (%) Disagree Disagree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Seek opportunities for further grants - gaining external funding for discretionary 

transport expenditure
611 86.54% 33 4.67% 62 8.78%

Review waste rounds to ensure collections are as efficient as possible 585 81.93% 67 9.38% 62 8.68%

Significant capital investment within Highways to slow down deterioration of the 

network and implement new working practices/technology to undertake repairs
573 80.93% 57 8.05% 78 11.02%

Radical review of assets to potentially rationalise, generate additional income and 

achieve additional capital receipts
512 73.46% 63 9.04% 122 17.50%

Use external providers and, where possible, share staff resources with other 

councils in Public Protection, Planning, Development Management, Building Control 

and Highway regulation

437 61.38% 161 22.61% 114 16.01%

Reduce the grant to Make it York (MIY) over time as we expect MIY to deliver 

additional income streams and efficiencies
424 60.31% 82 11.66% 197 28.02%

Investigate potential sites where civil (camera) enforcement of bus lanes would 

reduce delays to public transport
372 52.47% 245 34.56% 92 12.98%

Increase community involvement to facilitate a reduction in grounds maintenance 

and cleansing budgets by transferring spaces to community management
365 51.70% 214 30.31% 127 17.99%

Increase car parking charges which are a key income generator providing revenue 

for Highways and Transport expenditure
293 41.27% 324 45.63% 93 13.10%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Economy and Place

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for protection in Economy and Place? 

Do you agree or disagree with these proposed areas for medium-term efficiencies and savings in Economy and Place?
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Volunteering 

Would you be willing to volunteer to maintain an existing service? If yes, in which area would you be most interested and willing to volunteer?

Service Response %

Libraries 24 23.76%

Theatres and museums 19 18.81%

Parks and open spaces 16 15.84%

Services for young people 7 6.93%

Street cleaning 7 6.93%

Childrens social care 6 5.94%

Housing and homelessness 5 4.95%

Adults social care 4 3.96%

Support for schools 3 2.97%

Waste and Recycling 3 2.97%

Crime prevention and community safety 3 2.97%

Road and footpath maintenance 2 1.98%

Public transport 2 1.98%

*All responses will be passed to the Communities team Sport and leisure 0 0.00%

One Planet York

Which of these principles do you think we should use our influence to promote over the next year? (please tick up to three options)

*On the paper copy of the survey 22 respondents selected more than three options and these have been included

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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Answering this survey:

Ward Responses

As a resident 816

On behalf of a business 3

On behalf of a public sector organisation 1

On behalf of a charity that covers the York area 3

On behalf of a community group in York 5

Total 828

Ward Responses Responses (%)

Acomb Ward 35 4.23%

Bishopthorpe Ward 19 2.29%

Clifton Ward 46 5.56%

Copmanthorpe Ward 17 2.05%

Dringhouses & Woodthorpe Ward 60 7.25%

Fishergate Ward 38 4.59%

Fulford & Heslington Ward 13 1.57%

Guildhall Ward 51 6.16%

Haxby & Wigginton Ward 43 5.19%

Heworth Ward 26 3.14%

Heworth Without Ward 21 2.54%

Holgate Ward 31 3.74%

Hull Road Ward 21 2.54%

Huntington & New Earswick Ward 46 5.56%

Micklegate Ward 78 9.42%

Osbaldwick & Derwent Ward 35 4.23%

Rawcliffe & Clifton Without Ward 47 5.68%

Rural West York Ward 33 3.99%

Strensall Ward 37 4.47%

Westfield Ward 42 5.07%

Wheldrake Ward 16 1.93%

Unknown 73 8.82%

Budget Consultation 2018-19

Overall response to survey by ward 

Results can be split by ward but due to low numbers may not be statistically significant
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Comments on capital investment

1
Bus interchanges like Rougier Street cause traffic jams of pollution. BUILD A BUS STATION with pollution extraction!     Review traffic light 

sequences e.g. Blossom Street/ Nunnery Lane - children wait too long with cars giving off fumes.

2
Insufficient info on major regenerating schemes to rational assessment. E.g. explanation of proposed figures for Guildhall Community Stadium 

etc.

3 York Council has been selling off property in Mickelgate Ward at dirt cheap prices to private investors, we need an investigation.

4
Residents of council housing should find maintenance as all other householders have to. Parks/play areas should be maintained by community 

groups such as 'York Cares', who already supports this. Schools should self fund maintenance.

5 Highway maintenance could be successfully operated by sharing with NORTH YORKSHIRE County Council.

6
Do not waste it on property deals.  Need a station in Haxby or off York Road to reduce car traffic and provide a 5 minute journey to and from the 

well connected York Station.

7 'flood defence measures' - thought this had been rectified

8 Maintaining city walls and other historic features should the priority saves money in long run and attracts tourists

9 Build council houses

10 Significantly increase investment in building new homes. Reallocate vacant commercial property for residential

11
Sort out zebra crossing on Hull Road near co-op store. Needs to be better lit. Virtually invisible to some drivers should be a pelican crossing, it is 

well used.

12 Limit commercial property to 10m.  Swap old persons accommodaion with IT development programme budgets

13 Resurfacing of all the pavements in Haxby and Wigginton after the disgusting state created by Virgin Media

14
There needs to be a footbridge to replace the crossing at the college at the bottom of Tadcaster Road. As soon as one lot of students has crossed 

the road the button is immediately pressed causing traffic queing extensively in both directions

15 I do not believe that you have a grip on management.  Seems such a low quality in some important areas

16
As recently highlighted on television where foreign investors are taking over London and other big cities, I would hope City of York council will 

not follow down this suicidal path.

17
Get rid of road humps+ chevrons as they cause more problems than do good. The make drivers take greater risk and cause pollution by stop/ 

starting. Let drivers drive. If not just fine them! 

18 Above are all important so money needs to be used wisely

19 No more investment in commercial property

20 This is all should be obvious. They must all be done but to give all priority will not be possible.

21 Make careful assessment of highway schemes to ensure capital is spent most efficiently (scheme at Crockey Hill may only give marginal benefits)

22 Flood defence measures - plant more trees

23 difficult balancing act York has some unique challenges

24
The bypass should have been flyovers as was put out, majority said flyover but was cheaper to do bypass as is, but look at the cost in 

redeveloping it to cope with traffic - a big error on council, should have been flyover in the beginning

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2018-19

25 stop supporting appalling proposals such as the containters in Piccadilly and the community stadium in Monks Cross

26 concentrate on those that bring the greatest return for the benefit of all

27 all of the major regeneration budgets are questionably high and borderline unnecessary

28 stick to providing basic good services to all the public

29 better cycling infrastructure

30 We must invest to maintain our living standards in our beautiful city

31 Far more use of solar power to be investigated as well as other alternative power sources. Improve ways of saving solar power

32 Limit historic assets and leisure expenditure ie. stadium

33 Ensure public transport needs are met and are supported where necessary

34 Use reserves before raising fresh capital

35 Bring back dog licences, say "£100" then no one will have a dog that is just an accessory

36
School buildings are in appalling states - lack of investment in maintenance. Children should not be sitting in wet classrooms because of leaking 

roofs

37
'Neither' indicates I don't believe I have sufficient knowledge & would expect the council to decide what is necessary to do with their officers 

support

38 refurbishment of council premises only when needed, prioritise schools/council housing/social housing

39 Stop right to buy on council houses in order to have the necessary stock available for those in need.  Put UK families first

40
I disagree with the following regeneration schemes:  - Guildhall; £11.6m over the next 5 years  - Commercial Property; £15m to make a strategic 

acquisition in York city centre  - Community Stadium; £36m budget

41 don't know whar 'various regeneration initiatives' means; or why the council wants a commercial property portfolios

42 stop back handed deals and excessive and unnecessary management fees

43 Care to avoid over staffing & waste

44 Don't waste money on stuff like that awful arch in Holgate Community Pride - it's on industrial estate and nothing 4 cyclists ?.

45 maybe not spend as much on cycle lanes

46 i think you have just been refurbished with west offices?

47 Flood defense measures - needs to be something else other than flood walls that just divert the problem!

48 i do not think the council should be building commercial property, however cheaply the funds can be borrowed.

49 Make the council more efficient

50 Maintain roads for residents not just in city center 

51 Rowntrees Park - lake needs cleaning - dangerous for ducks

52 strive for better value for money

53 Energise gym is a private company, it does not need public money

54 York city council are doing a good job in a difficult financial time!
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2018-19

55 The Hopgrove roundabout needs immediate update and improvement

56 Build more council properties

57 Maybe get investment from the EU (we are still part of it) or other financial institutions, i.e. the City of London

58 More bike and pedestrian city please

59 This is beyond the comprehension of most of us. Decisions need more knowledge of what is involved.

60 Money should be invested in new council houses - not a commercial portfolio

61 Community stadium is not an investment but a tevon-drawing white elephant

62 Castle Gateway should be a priority

63 Set up own energy company for local bill payers along the cities of Aberdeen, Bristol Etc.

64
The HRA and school capital should find council houses and school maintenance. SB MAT should fund extension by applying to the capital 

investment fund

65 Escalating costs on community stadium should be curbed. Spend less on outside consultants

66

Why do we need a 'strategic acquisition' in the city on the community stadium - cannot be reached by poor children a cannot afford to travel so 

far out of York.  Housing & schools a priority.    No closure of Windsor House - residents and their families don't want closure.  They like it and not 

complaining

67 Most folk do not have the detailed information to make an informed judgement on what each item means

68
I understand that York is the 2nd City in England after London to attract tourists. It is essential that York presents itself as beautiful and historic as 

it is now. Flood defense speaks for itself

69 Community stadium is a waste of time and money so is expensive Guildhall spending

70 Not my top priority

71 As with the unfairness Brexit vote, we cannot avoid the consequence of cuts as these are highly detailed decisions

72 northern ring road improvements a major priority as almost continuous traffic queues

73 provision of housing must be a major priority

74 More cycle lanes

75 Building more social housing and ensuring the most vulnerable have access to it

76 The purchase of west offices was projected to reduce costs. Where is the evidence of the savings?

77 The sale of council houses should sto  Money was spent on council offices recently

78 Buildings & structures have to be maintained - but the cost of these facilities should not fall on every one - but on the people who use them

79 We do not need a community stadium

80 residents feelings of well-being are enhanced by provision of parks, play areas etc

81 sell guildhall - save £11.6m and invest profit elsewhere

82 Reduce pollution  Remove traffic from York City Centre

83 Investment badly needed in a coherent, viable plan for taffic management within the city and particularly the city centre
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2018-19

84 Priorities will be difficult!

85 housing should be a priority

86 I would support an increase in council tax to finance all these areas (but have attempted to prioritise)

87 Inadequate definition of regeneration  Public assets should be retained

88 I'm sure glad I'm not trying to finance these things

89 Clean up infected land for building before use of greenfield

90

IT services should be outsourced to a professional company.  The money spent on the Sparks development is an absolute disgrace.  More 

questions should  be asked about the money the Council pours into social enterprises - Chill in the Community, Arts Barge etc and should do due 

diligence on them.

91
The image is that council properties have much cosmetic improvements completed which are most likely unnecessary. Why replace 

kitchens/bathrooms which are fully functional if a little dated?

92

It would be good if you shared why you have reached decisions about where you are planning on spending the money... every area requires 

funding , but why choose some areas over others? For example leisure facilities... if If was a choice between better technology which would 

improve emergency services would you sacrifice the funding for the lesuire facilities. Or is it a case that once you’ve decided a specific area gets a 

budget then that’s it? 

93 Improve maintenance of existing drainage system

94 Need better care for disabled people I am 

95 It's urgently necessary to reduce traffic for CO2, pollution and bus-priority reasons, hence nothing should be spent on new road capacity.

96 Health, education and housing have to be the priority spending.  

97

York residents pay council tax. This has continued to rise over the years and we get less services for this. At the same time those same residents 

have paid various other taxes and continue to see less services across the board.    Money needs to be pumped into care for the elderly, 

maintaining highways which includes all the minor roads not just bus routes etc. Most streets are a mess due to lack of proper maintenance 

causing hazards.  Enough tourists come to York so no more money needs to be spent encouraging them to do so or on white elephant projects.      

98

a good time to borrow at historically low interest rates.  I'd much prefer to see more borrowing, and more Council led capital expenditure to 

improve City wide facilities.  Be bold about infrastructure, which is why I didn't vote for more roads and 'hard' flood defences.  We don't really 

have any schools left!

99
The play areas are appalling. Most are ru  down, broken and totally unsuitable for baby, toddlers and pre schoolers. The best park is Homestead 

and that is because it is not the council's. As a parent I can't afford loads of days out but we can go to parks 

100 Why is the Council spending £15m on commercial property investment when money is short?

101
What are the councils plans for empty/disused buildings?  What can the council do to take control of buildings that have been left empty for 

periods of time that have open up to vandalism and misuse?
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2018-19

102

Council houses should be maintained but by the residents. They pay below market rents. If they don't look after the property evict them.    

Savings should be made throughout the council. There is too much over spend. Too much waste. Services should NOT be cut ever. Eliminate 

waste of which there is too much. Cap the very high wages of some.     Borrow more money. Build more council houses. This increases the council 

investment portfolio. Increased rent increased council tax. This is the most important thing I want

103 Capital investment should help reduce some ongoing revenue costs. 

104
Please no more wasteful investments in councillors' ill thought out pet projects like the 20 mph project and the Monks Cross Stadium. Emphasis 

should be on maintenance of existing facilities not on grandiose vanity schemes

105 Education investment should be paramount as teachers are working for little money.

106

I'm struggling with the selfish urge driven by the idea that who have saved for their future should pay for those who haven't. Uncharitable I 

agree, but would I have saved if I'd known someone else would pick up adult services tab?  Ten million for Council 'computer development' when 

Adult Services is 8.1 million is difficult to understand. If a member of Council Staff can indelibly erase their emails before leaving doesn't fill me 

with confidence current Council IT Management have a grasp on the job in hand.

107 Please please sort out the pre fab houses in Acomb area to be more warmer and have   decent windows and kitchens that aren't falling apart and 

108
Don't waste money on the outer ring road junction improvements. Anything short of grade separated junctions will prove to be a waste of 

money

109
Stop spending on refurbishing council homes and opt out of the right to buy scheme, if tenants can afford to buy they shouldnt be in social 

housing. It should be means tested. 

110
Poor condition of footpaths in my area and the city centre are a major risk of falls and injuries for the elderly and those with walking difficulties. 

Urgent repairs must be considered as a priority.     Consider regular clearing of leaves from footpaths and cycle paths. 

111 Sort out top over paid council staff who appear to be causing most of YCC problems  

112
To stop funding the same groups of people and institutions instead spread for more people. The Culture is a main example. To much money for 

media city and unesco and no results about it. A little group getting all the benefits from that money and general community getting zero.

113 You need to prioritise "bang for the buck"!

114
Make council properties more affordable so they can be occupied with tenents quicker. And ensure that they are well maintained.   Replace the 

bins that were removed from the city centre.  Reduce congestion around York.
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2018-19

115

The "Maintenance of council houses" area of Investment isn't funded from the Council Budget described earlier but from a separate Ring-Fenced 

Account so shouldn't be included here as an option.    Regarding "Maintenance and refurbishment of parks, play areas and libraries".  York has 

too many small libraries for its size which should be closed to save money.  So Libraries-Disagree but Parks and Play Areas-Agree.    Regarding 

"Maintenance and upkeep of schools" again isn't funded from the general  Council budget but specific Government grants or the Schools directly.    

Strongly disagree with "Investment in the commercial property portfolio".  The Council has NO expertise in this area and York's Office market is 

weak as demonstrated by the conversion of some many large and small building to Hotels or residential.    Disagree with "Renewable energy to 

reduce council and city energy bills" unless its revenue neutral which after the changes to the feed-in tariff is unlikely to be the case.    STRONGLY 

disagree with funding the Community Stadium as its a White elephant built for the 6-tier York City Football Club.   

116 Tourism and visitors are VITAL for York's prosperity.  They come to York because of its historic facilities.  They must be maintained and improved.

117 I question if York can afford to develop and then maitain a Community Stadium

118
Too many Council Houses have been sold off so other than essential maintenance work no upgrades should be done without a ten year hold on 

the option to buy.

119 If it will help reduce costs in future or solve significant problems, yes. 

120 Increasing capacity on roads merely leads to more traffic using it and doesn't reduce congestion. The capital would be better used elsewhere.

121
More investment capital wise in important statory services such as rubbish collections too many years of under investment and no recognition 

that investment is needed as the city grows

122 Why are you proposing to spend money on the Guildhall?

123
As a resident I would like to see a reduction in pollution perhaps via road charging such as in Durham and Nottingham. There are adequate 

alternatives to driving into the City and I would like to see these being prioritised.

124

Investments should be in;   Creating more council houses and affordable housing developments which produce a net profit for the council to 

reinvest into other services.   Purchase of city centre properties to ensure there are affordable business premises available, and preventing the 

destruction of small businesses which are currently being forced out of York due to increasing rents - and making the historic and quirky York 

centre shops less desirable as a tourist attraction.   Purchasing brown field sites around York to allow the pitching of 'tiny houses' to ensure there 

is the opportunities for young people to get onto the housing market in energy efficient and affordable housing.

125 As schools turn into academies doesn't that mean maintenance and upkeep is no longer CYC's responsibility?

126 Regeneration initiatives should be in partnership with private equity

127
There should be less money spent on individual groups and more on areas that impact everyone - eg roads and infrastructure     If there is no 

money then it should not be spent - if need money for Parks then set up community projects where people volunteer 

128
School funding is shockingly low. This is causing poorer standards in education as TAs are covering lessons. York is the lowest funded council in 

the coming year throughout the country.Yoek need to spend  more money on schools, they are in crisis and it’s only getting worse.

129
As a historical city we should always have an eye to protecting and improving our historical and cultural assets. With a city focused on tourism 

perhaps we could look to charging a nominal fee for those tourists to come to the city much like New York has. 
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130
Scrap the dualling of the outer ring road, as it will just be back to current levels of congestion in a couple of years, with even worse air quality 

because of the increased number of vehicles on it.

131

I don't understand why parks, play areas and libraries are in the same category - I would like to see more investment in green spaces and tree 

planting but I thought the libraries were self - funding now?  What infrastructure assets are included with highways? This is not clear.     I need to 

say that I am very perturbed by the impending complete end to central government support for local authorities in 2020. How are we going to 

bridge the gap if we don't have a large increase in council tax? We cannot carry on increasing it by the minimum each year and cutting services as 

a consequence.

132 We would all like increased investment in those things which make society better and fairer. The only way to do this is to increase council taxes.

133

The figure of £10m into I T seems out of proportion to the budget.    The council should not be buying further commercial property in the city. It 

has recently purchased Swinegate Court and should stop at that.     The table above makes no references to museum facilities, where support 

from the council has been decimated. The current £300,000 per annum is not even enough to pay for the upkeep of the Museum Gardens. It 

used to be £1.5m per annum and should be increased to nearer that level. 

134 support public transport

135

'Maintenance  and development of highways and infrastructure assets' - hard to answer this one: we should be investing in maintaining our 

existing highways, especially footways and cycle paths. Decent quality footpaths with accessible drop kerbs should be a priority - this links to the 

growing elderly population and the need to encourage active healthy living. We also need significantly more investment in drainage systems if we 

are going ahead with the proposed Local Plan. We don't need to invest £34million in expanding road capacity for vehicles which will firstly fill up 

and then become obsolete - we must invest in sustainable public transport such as a light rail network. 

136
I agree that council premises should be maintained. I'm not sure what refurbishment means in this context.    I'm not sure what leisure facilities 

are being considered here.    I don't know what the advantage is of investment in the commercial property portfolio.

137

Outsource IT with a development program attached because bidders will have access to lots of work already accomplished for other councils. 

With an increasingly aged resident population the importance to 'well-being' of leisure facilities including parks, the gallery, museums and the 

library cannot be under estimated. The Council must increase the tax rate and it must focus more on collecting what is owed and over due.  

138

This Council must realise the importance of our cultural and historical history and preserve the budget that looks after these things. This is what 

brings the tourists to our City and millions in revenue. This should and must be prioritised above other such things such as student 

accommodation and cycle paths.  

139
These are all equally important and to take away money from any of these should be done for a valid reason. Balancing the books is not one of 

these.

140 Develop CYC renewables co -  to bring in income for the council and reduce resident bills

141
The first option suggests that Council House maintenance has a direct impact on Council Tax levels it doesn't. The HRA is ring fenced.     Ditto 

schools    Ditto flood defence (national funds)    Renewable energy investment should be self funding    IT should be outsourced
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142

There should be a much higher portion of money going towards the city's green development in air quality and renewable energy. There should 

also be a greater amount of money spent on housing and in particular for the homeless. The community stadium is a waste of money when we 

are talking "essentials".

143

Funding to the York Museum Trust in York has been cut from £1.5 m in 2013/2014 to just £300,000.00 in the last year. York is a historic city with 

many visitors and it has a duty to its heritage and museum services both for visitors and for residents. If you can spend £36m on a stadium, you 

can increase the budget for the museum services back to the levels needed to provide the world class museum facility that this city should have. 

When you compare our services to others in similar sized cities, ie Leeds or Manchester, we have a superior product but inferior funding that 

does not reflect York's importance in the history and culture of the UK.

144

Maintenance of Council Housing is essential as the Right to Buy scheme has taken the better properties away from the Council's management.   

The maintenance of our historic assets and the maintenance and development of leisure facilities helps attract tourists to this wonderful city who 

in turn spend money in the city.

145

History, culture and museums are vital in attracting visitors to York. These have been sadly neglected in recent years. I live in York because of its 

history. It's such a huge part of our identity and yet so much of it is at risk of being lost through neglect and lack of investment. It's not just a nice 

extra thing. It is fundamental to who we are, it brings us together as a community. Please don't cut any more.

146
Any capital investment should be aimed at projects that benefit people on low incomes / pensions and the business case (s) should demonstrate 

a return on the investment by way of savings or a future cost avoided i.e. by not deferring essential repairs.

147
All of these are important and what the public expect the Council to do, except maybe the property portfolio, but it is understood that this will 

pay dividends in future years.

148
I WOULD BE BETTER ABLE TO COMMENT IF I UNDERSTOOD THE EFFICIENCY OF THE PROPOSALS AND THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF 

ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS CONTRACTING OUT TO THIRD PARTIES

149
Would investment in bio-digesters save the council money in the long term? It would reduce landfill and provide money from gas/electricity 

production.

150
It is vital that infrastructure which will increase the number of people cycling, walking and using public transport in York is improved as quickly as 

possible. 

151 Where is the provision of Care Centres for the Elderly in the above?

152

dual carriage way ring road  utilise park and ride by stopping cars coming in to town  ban cars from passing the railway station buses ands taxis 

only  spend to save on joined up practical and suitable IT system fit for purpose stop silos developing making expenditure on IT increase or 

system not fit for purpose.  joined up efficient services and systems that's what is needed spend to save

153 Top priority should be flood defence measures, but all the points listed above should have some funding set aside for them

154 Stop wasting money on the stadium

155

the city walls seem to be in need of maintenance with vegetation growing among the stones and I would support funding of this.  Regards parks, I 

understand there is one member of staff who manages all the play equipment in York parks; can funds be made available to help upkeep the play 

areas or could communities be encouraged to take control of play areas.  
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156 I have to wonder sometimes that if the council didn`t pay it`s staff such huge salaries there would be more money available for public services.

157

I don't have enough knowledge of the council's commercial property portfolio and its financial viability but instinctively I wonder if the council 

should be buying shops for example.    Renewable energy usually comes at a disproportionate cost and so I would not be quick to support this 

initiative.    In both cases however I will be guided by the council who, I hope, has access to more information on these matters than I have.

158

Why does the Council's spending Capital Programme include a £36m Budget for the Community Stadium?  This is a Vanity Project that the 

majority of the citizens of York do not want ....and have never wanted.     How can the Council justify a £36m Budget for the Community Stadium, 

and a mere £8.1m for older persons accommodation?  The citizens of York should have had a vote on this.    The Council have stated that they 

have to make savings of £6.1m in 2018/19, and a further £4.2m the following year, yet plan to allocate £36m to a Community Stadium.  The area 

should have been sold for housing development and the money saved for future savings with the residue put into Social Care.

159
Regeneration and IT may be worthy causes but I don't have enough information to form a judgement.   The council does not have a great track 

record on "big initiatives"

160
As a council you need to think like a commercial business, being efficient and effective in everything you do. This is far from the case at the 

moment. 

161 Priorities should include building new social housing, new care homes, a new rail station at Haxby, and modernising York Hospital.

162 Build Council houses as people need affordable homes. Energy efficiency is key

163 Stop wasting money on projects like the community stadium, which looks like it will never happen. 

164 York should be encouraging the use of public transport, park and ride services and not be developing new highways. 

165 Maintenance and improvement of infastrucure, highways, city centre should take priority

166
Austerity is clearly not working. Central Govt need to be continually pressed for a better solution that involves appropriate levels of capital 

investment to stimulate growth commensurate with our relative wealth on a worldwide scale

167
Tighter control over housing maintenance as homes seem to take far to long to relet with loss of rental income .    Homes left vacant where relet 

could easily have been back to back

168
where possible tenants of council housing who are employed and earning the national average should pay more for the upkeep of their 

properties.

169

All large infrastructure schemes should be fully funded by central government. The up keep of the guild hall  should be kept to a minimum unless 

evidence can be provided that it contributes to York city councils finances. Unless the council premises are financially viable, or provide a 

valuable service to the community, these should be prioritised accordingly. Flood deference's' should be centrally funded. Grants should be 

available to assist YCC in reducing not only their energy bills but also the carbon foot print of all council premises and capital schemes. 

170 Why is there no investment in building houses?

171
The money being spent on the Guildhall is all out of proportion to the other regeneration schemes - it's far too expensive in the current 

circumstances.

172 Cancel the stadium

173 Further reduce demand for private car access, by investing significantly in sustainable travel options  
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174
The pavements in York city centre are in very poor shape. York needs a proper pedestrian \one there such as Liverpool has, where  it is physically 

impossible for vehicles ever to use it as a short cut, and where private cars are never allowed to park.

175

Businesses and tenants should contribute more to the upkeep and maintenance of infrastructure: specifically we should revisit the idea of 

charging hotels a room tax that is used to maintain the facilities that visitors to the city make use of.  Also, pubs and clubs that encourage 

antisocial behaviour that results in expensive policing and clean-up activities by selling booze to large groups of drunks late at night should face 

charges - the larger the venue and the later it stays open the more it should contribute to the city.

176 Look to unlock further cash from under utilised council assets

177
Ensure charges for repairs to council properties are passed on to tenants, ie: lock changes, damaged windows. even if it's not the tenants fault, 

charge them and recover the debt.

178
Focus should be on maintaining existing assets, such as schools. Long term the focus should move to regeneration, perhaps when a new 

government starts investing in infastucture.

179

Capital investments that generate income are a wise idea, however the property must be a desireable property and not something that is just 

"available".  For example, substantial investment in York City Centre should not mean buying unoccupied retail property simply because its 

unoccupied.  I strongly believe the regeneration of the triangle of land behind the train station is utter folly in economic times like today.  Sale of 

all council housing should be blocked with immediate effect, as this is totally contradictory to the purpose of the council owning property that 

will generate an income. Selling housing stock is selling an inventory that is not being replaced - a sure fire way to empty your stock.  Investing 

£10m in unspecified IT systems is also suspect, in my experience this is adrop in the ocean for a public sector system, to what level would it affect 

a tax payer? Please sustantiate your proposals.  It is also rumoured that the council are considering moving from West Offices to a site on Hazel 

Court, such a move it utter stupidity with our money.  If it is full, evict some of the new lodgers like Fire, Police etc.  

180

A large programme of renewable energy investment, insulation and enegy efficiency projects across all Council assets would be a smart move. 

This would achieve longer term savings, cut carbon output and help the Council meet its 'One Planet Council' aspirations. Insulating Council 

houses and partly supporting community energy schemes would be good to localise energy and help people feel lik more of a community with a 

shared identity with less wasted on rip off British Gas bills.

181

Make car parking cheaper for York residents, so they come into town more.  Take up of 12% & 18% in some car parks I believe - encourage 

people to come in & spend at local restaurants, cinemas, Theatres.  6pm free is great for York residents, but possibly reduced rate after say 3pm 

as well.

182

We need a city centre play area in city centre (Castle Gateway) to encourage families into the city and reclaim it from stag and hen parties..  We 

need a really focus on being an ambitious low carbon city that forms part of our city 'offer' and identify... leading to new inward investment and 

young talent keen to stay

183
Ring road on the west and north side of York should be changed to dual carrigeway ASAP as with every year there are more residents and more 

cars. More road network should be build. 

184 All of these are important but in times of smaller budgets this needs to be a balanced approach not a popularity contest

185 Make sure that all schemes are as joined up as possible.
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1

The average York resident will have no knowledge of exactly what this area of the council responsibility actually entails. I am against redesigning 

the service to reduce the number of customers accessing care. This strikes me as another way of depriving vulnerable residents of services that 

they probably urgently requires and as a way for the council to cut expenditure at the government behest, but without stating that these would 

be government cuts being brought in.

2 More explanation needed.

3 The above is hard to understand.

4 There is far too much 'talk and 'processes' in social care. Stop strategizing and just do it.

5 Very low income families will need some exemption when council tax increases, if possible.

6
Surprised that some of teh above questions are even being raised as such! Need far more info make the correct decision on some of the factors 

raised.

7 Need to support services that help elderly and infirm stay in their own homes

8 Plain english would help!

9 it would help to have more clarity in the questions being asked - some of them are bordering on gobbledegook

10 'a saving from undertaking work on empty homes for other councils' - don't understand the question

11
Elderly, lonely and people with dementia are likely to be less able to determine the services they need and need to rely on their doctor who may 

already be stretched in meeting demands

12 Important to increase levels of adult social care

13 'External trading' for housing repairs must not diminish service currently provided

14 No external trade - it seems cheaper initially always cost more long term

15 Not sure what is meant in many of the above

16 Build more council houses!

17 For goodness sake, no more student lets in "Private" houses please

18 For recycling give guidance on which plasters are recyclable by use of codes

19
With Alzheimers & Dementia conditions on the increase, care towards housing & help must be a priority. All external contracts should be 

scrutinised diligantly to make sure money is not being wasted

20 I'm very surprised + shocked how much adult care costs 31p in every £1 is very high!

21
unclear what the following mean  - in-house small day services reviewed and remodelled  - a saving from undertaking work on empty homes for 

other coucils

22 People should take responsibility during their lives to provide care for themselves and families

23 do not close old care homes until new ones are available

24 Pastimes in Acomb needs to be reviewed

25 Reduce the number of meetings, reviews etc and apply the saved man hours and salaries else where

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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26

the following items sound very much like a means of achieving and justifying job cuts:  -simplify and standardise practive and process, sharing 

best practive  -review the management of YorHome and management of housing stock on behalf og housing associations  -review existing 

contracts to determine if efficiencies can be made by retendering, commissioning with health or through other opportunities    the last two 

items: given that work on social housing is slow and substandard, this will result in a poorer service in York with priority given to income - 

delivering work elsewhere

27 serve the majority not the minority

28
These questions are far too complex for non-specialists. The council and managers must do whatever is required to provide good services; and 

push for adequate resources

29 Early intervention and prevention contracts: this needs to be better explained in future please

30 I don't understand many of these questions - jargon!

31 Encourage residents to keep working past normal retirement age so as to remain fitter and be more self supporting

32 There is a definite lack "of care" in the care system.  All staff should sign a confidentiality contract

33 No 1 I presume means just changing criteria rather than looking to support residents, thus meeting government set targets. Rubbish!

34 some of these points need to be elaborated upon. but greater integration in health is very important. technology can be very helpful

35
Waiting times for mental health services is appalling.  Self referral is a joke. No help to those in need.  Health tourism needs STOPPING.  Physio is 

so lazy, given a sheet and told to go away

36 we cannot answer many of these questions on the basis of the information given

37 I think few residents will have the background knowledge to answer these Qs meaningfully    Lot of jargon here - difficult to understand

38 Less redesign - more doing

39
i was  ????????? annoyed that you bough houses for . refuges, the money comes out of TAXS, why not buy or use the money for our own 

homeless.

40 Adult social care should not be reduced you are putting people's lives at risk its an absolute disgrace that funding has been cut to these services

41
I disagree with the pitifully small budget for public health. PH should be funded to enable it to reduce strain on adult social care by supporting 

people to better maintain their own health

42 Strive to make brownfield sites more available for housing, e.g. teardrop site being many years overdue for development

43 When putting out house service repairs, firms see councils/government having a bottomless pot of money

44 Leave it up to the health professionals, listen to their recommendations. Stay out

45 Self-assessment would not work well as many people affected will not have the capacity to self-assess

46 review if 'management' absorbs too large a share of the pot - can it be done by operations at a lower level

47 Ask Tory government for more money

48 Nobody should be homeless in York

49 "Neither" usually means not understanding what is involved

50 Before employing consultants, ensure existing staff who know the job are consulted. Stop providing housing and services to immigrants
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51 Staff need to interact at personal level not via technology

52 Establish core requirements and stick to them. Point 3 should already be happening - establish why it is not!

53
We already work jointly with health.  Technology is not the answer to everything involving people's lives. Self assessment doesn't always build on 

people's strengths and enable them to be independent.  Advice and informative guidance does.  In house services are better

54

I am 90 and live on my own with no help tho I am handicapped. I do have a son and daughter-in-aw who keep an eye on me and I have an alarm.  

I have a number of ideas which I would love to discuss with a councillor - ideas which come from the US where I have another son and from years 

ago, a scheme run in Mansfield

55
Where there are only 2 people living in a council property with 3 bedrooms they should be found smaller accommodation to enable the house to 

be used by a family of 4 or more

56 I think it's difficult to agree/disagree without fully understanding the services provided

57 I think the services should be provided by council using staff who are well trained and have good terms and conditions of employment

58 Placing more responsibility for 'self referral' will negatively effect most needed. Particularly if IT involved.

59 This is simply "good practice"!

60 'efficiencies and savings' or cuts? if people need care, we need to provide it  reviewing contracts erc costs money that could go direct to services

61 it is not fair to ask residents to make these decisions - how can we judge?

62 Outsource and franchise services wherever possible to reduce direct overheads

63 We don't understand this concept

64
The 'explore opportunities for joint working' concerns me. More meetings and not a lot comes out of them. I find these hard to comment on - 

not enough information

65 They need to learn how to express themselves more clearly using simpler language

66 All aspects of the above should always be under review. So no department become complacent and managers have to work

67 'Look to externally trade our housing repairs service to deliver income' Meaning? 'Externally trade' means what?

68 focus on delivering BPSK services efficiently not trying to 'sell' services to others  tender more services to prove 'in house' is cost effective

69 Residents who exceed properties eg lease holders without permission eg ugly dormes should not be allowed to do so

70 social care could work more closely with hospital care

71 They should all remain 'in house'

72 A saving from undertaking work on empty homes for other councils - don't understand    Suggest required viewing of 'I, Daniel Blake'

73
Encourage self assessment so customers can determine for themselves whether they are likely to be eligible for services - With support as 

needed

74
Encourage self assessment so customers can determine for themselves whether they are likely to be eligible for services - but only for those 

customers who have family support to help with this process (not for isolated elderly people)

75
The overlap between health, housing and social services should be examined in detail - there is much overlap and potential costs savings .    Look 

to see what can be achieved by a better relationship between Local area co-ordinators and staff in the Communities dept
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76 Point 4 is not specific enough at all

77 Me and my partners who both disabled is wanting for bungalow for nearly over 2 years 

78
Tendering for health services produces poorer services for client groups and costs the council and services a lot of money. Save money by not 

tendering. 

79
It's vital that we protect and increase access to adult social care and public health e.g. family planning.  Neglecting these areas will lead to bigger 

problems in the future in the areas of mental health, homelessness, unwanted pregnancies, STIs.

80 These questions are very poorly worded.

81

I'm hesitant about outsourcing too much, given recent (national) failures and a reduction in employment rights and conditions from the private 

sector.  Good to look to improve / extend our internal services, so long as focus is maintained.  Links with Health are, of course, key - BCF and 

similar initiatives need to work!

82 Wording of last question is unclear. I think you mean " Market our housing repairs service externally to increase income." Plain English please!

83
Re-design, does that mean change the criteria to better meet council budgets against what is needed for your constituents needs?  Externally 

trade means you will rather send your tradesmen out to gain you money rather than use them to maintain your own housing portfolio?

84
Budget reductions for Sexual Health are unacceptable. Treatment is not effective at GP’s. there should be no cut in the budget as STI’s cannot be 

effectively self treated. 

85 many of the questions are framed to prompt a positive response and the only sensible answer is to tick the 'neither ' option.

86 Please update the pre fab houses in Acomb. Need better windows and doors, better heating and kitchens that aren't falling apart

87
As long as no E of this redesign or destruct urea requires investment, otherwise its a waste of more money. Hold those who failed the first time 

to account. 

88
Reviewing and changing services and providers wastes too much money in external consultancy fees and projects. Ideas for change and 

development  and innovation should come from within.

89
only to say that far more co-operation (joint management?) is overdue between the NHS and adult social care sector. Those needing care should 

be able to access it.

90
I feel services should be available especially for the elderly, not to close them down. Several coucil homes have been closed before other services 

were considered.

91 This section is not useful at all as all the proposals to the average person seem entirely sensible.

92 Review of all spends in all departments possibly at an independent task group

93 One would need much more detailed knowledge to comment successfully on these matters

94 I have entered Neither where I do not feel I hav sufficient knowledge to answer the question

95
Very unclear what the intended difference in meaning is between the 2nd and 3rd questions (tendering and commissioned services)?
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96

When redesigning adult social care, there are many opportunities to increase the income from private residents to purchase support from an 

inhouse team of care workers working for the council - but this is not currently an option, and instead, private individuals have to sign a contract 

and purchase support services at extreme cost from private companies. This makes the services unaffordable, and many potential customers 

unlikely to pay. By offering services in house, and at a reasonable rate, the services for private persons can support the services for those who 

require support at a higher level of need and do not have the facilities to afford it, whilst also increasing the pay for the care workers and the 

advancement opportunities they are not offered in the private sector. 

97 Redesigning services to reduce customers sounds like care rationing! Bad!

98 Plenty of employers in York will support work experience and interview skills etc - it doesn’t need tax payers to fund 

99 Not everyone is competent in using a pc or mentally capable to make informed discions for themselves.

100

I am bothered by the terminology "re-designing adult social care services" - I would like some more explanation about this. If it involves more 

preventive self-help activities for people, then I think that is a good thing but if it involves reducing services, then I am not happy about that.  

What does "externally trade" our housing repairs mean? 

101

I find it hard to answer any of these questions since I have no knowledge of what the affect would be - are vulnerable young adults (for instance) 

capable of self assessing?  We have a social responsibility to all York residents - the only way to achieve this is to invest more money which must 

come from increased council taxes, currently one of lowest in the country

102

More emphasis should be given to Public Health and early intervention. Contracts should limit amount of profits derived from public funds. 

Council tax precept should increase on a scale, with banding reviewed - difference between highest and lowest bands are minimal, with a far 

higher proportion of household spending impacting lower income smaller households which feels unfair (but unlikely to be voted for by cllrs who 

only protect interests of better off residents.

103

These questions are difficult to answer with a tick box. Almost all are potentially good ideas, it depends on whether there is sufficient funding to 

ensure people don't suffer while the change is being made and sufficient funding to provide the high levels of support to keep people safe and 

happy in their own homes even when a transition has been made. Concerned that 're-modelling' small day services doesn't actually mean getting 

rid of them or reducing their availability? Not really against trading housing repairs but only when it is clear that a prompt, responsive and 

effective service is being provided in-house.

104
I don't think outsourcing/PFI is the answer to solve these issues. Whilst I think retendering is a good idea in principle, I suspect it will be used to 

reduce cost to the council to the detriment of the people that the processes should benefit.

105

Efficiency and development of services welcome but important not to lose the "human touch" with people and its essential to remember that 

not all cases are black and white, flexibility may be required in care structure and delivery, even though it may not necessarily be the most 

efficient practice.

106

Focusing on early intervention and prevention of issues developing is the right approach, especially when it comes to mental health. However, it 

is important we don't lose sight of the fact that there are lots of people who have been left to become very ill in recent years as a result of the 

way services have been run up to now. It is vital that something is done to help these people now.
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107
I consider it vital that there be greater co-operation / integration with local NHS services to both help keep people out of hospital or facilitate 

their transfer out of hospital at the earliest opportunity. Joint budget holding in such areas?

108

why not out source the contracts to maintain the council houses.  British gas Yorkshire water electric companies all offer these services any way 

that way you save on staff costs. If you must keep the staff then yes set them up as a separate company and make some money out of them as 

long as it is run for a profit by people who know what they are doing get rid of waste.

109
Adult social care will become an increasing demand as the aged population increases. Perhaps the best way to reduce the need for adult social 

care will be to enhance preventative medicine and encourage healthy diet, appropriate exercise and mental stimulation.

110 Much better provision is needed for care in residential homes and private properties to allow appropriate discharge from hospital

111 ADULT SOCIAL CARE IS A REAL PRIORITY.

112

The Council's own Social Care Precept states that 'there will be a 15% increase in the number of older people living alone, and a 30% increase in 

those living with Dementia'.  Therefore, how can the Council 'Re design' adult Social Care Services to Reduce the number needing care?  This is a 

'Cinderella Service Plan' to pay for the Community Stadium.

113

Trading housing repairs service to deliver income would make sense if there were surplus capacity. I'm not sure that this is, at present, the case.  

Redesigning and remodelling services should be an ongoing process but the aim should be to make them better, not to save money. Constant 

changes are distressing and confusing to service users.

114
Learn from other authorities who have made significant service improvements and revenue savings while you have been wasting money and 

providing poor services

115 We should not be reducing access to adult social care. We also shouldn’t be making money (profit) by providing services to other councils.

116 Self assessment would need to be inclusive it's in design and delivery, so vulnerable people aren't presumed to be no longer requiring help.

117 protect services by investing and raising taxes. Austerity isn't working!

118 I dont understand some of these options

119
The changes to the Housing Services are not working as well as they should be at the moment - HMO away for over a week with no-one else to 

turn to - for a SHEC - not good.

120

In response to the first statement- there isn't enough information about what you mean by 'reduce the number of customers accessing care' as 

previously recognised the ageing population means that there is likely to be increased numbers needing care.     Again there isn't enough 

information about 'encourage self assessment'- what will this look like and will people be properly supported to understand the process?    In 

addition there wasn't space to comment about the social care precept. I felt that this was impossible to answer without more information on 

what a 1, 2 or 3% increase would mean in terms of being able to provide adult social care services.

121 Not enough information provided in the linked document to be able to make an accurate judgement on the statements offered above

122 Externally trading housing repairs may result in council tenants being "bottom of the priority".  Housing repairs for tenants should be prioritised.

123

Would expect with an ageing population that you would have an increased need for assessments and care managing. Self-assessments would still 

need checking and may put vulnerable people off - your aim should be to give help to the people who need it and money and staff time (and 

numbers) will be necessary to achieve this.
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124

my sister is disabled and as national targets have moved her to a lower benefit and she now has to pay council tax and has lost the supporting 

people money, her income has been reduced by just over £100 a month.  She may be in danger of losing her mobility allowance when reassessed 

for PIP, which would mean a further loss of £88 a month.  This is unfair.  The shortfall in her income has to be made up in part, and that falls to 

me.  I am a pensioner and am having to subsidize her living expenses because of the cuts.  So, if I don't vote for an increase in council tax, then I 

will have to pay more directly to my sister.  Not much of a choice!

125

I don't want the council to be a business that sells services to anyone other than residents and businesses in York. I don't trust the motives of 

public bodies that do that - the temptation to employ mates at inflated rates to run contracts is too great, the scrutiny not close enough and the 

penalties for transgression too low. York already appears in the Private Eye "Rotten Boroughs" too frequently, such as the recent "unlawful 

secret payments to senior staff at York city council" exposed [...].  Concentrate on delivering core services to residents in an efficient way.

126

Assessments should be done by a person who has empathy with the customer, who can understand the system and the questions being asked 

and why they are being asked. I assisted a person with an on line change of address form... It took three members of staff to work out how to 

work it and I was with the person two hours to do what used to be a paper exercise.    In house repairs service should be effective.. it's the 

passing on of the cost to the tenant where the revenue should be followed up.

127 please don't outsource anything else. choosing contracts based on 'efficiency savings' alone is only going to cost in the long run. 

128

The demand for adult social care is going to explode over the next 5 years. The conflict between care provision (local authority) and critical care 

(the Health Service) has to be resolved.   York needs more purpose built sheltered accommodation with on-site support for the elderly and 

disabled.   In-home support can only be effective if it is adequately funded, which it is not at present.

129 Abandon the costly Left wing social care standards introduced by Blairs government. 

130 As much early intervention & education ie dementia awareness, to assist patient & families

131
I'm afraid I don't understand may of these options - the language being used very inaccessible.  Was this checked for plain English prior to 

publication?  The worst example of a consultation I've yet seen

132

Simplify the jargon in the questionnaire.   The previous page talks about commissioned contracts and early intervention. Be clearer what this 

means, what the money is spent on and what it achieves.     Don't spend money on partners who are doing lots of work anyway. Encourage 

people to downsize their homes.

133
The language used here is very difficult to understand for people not involved in the work.  for instance, in house small day services - what are 

those and how can I make a reasonable choice without clearer information?
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1 Staff on social care in my experience are not overworked! They need managing effectively.

2 Liaison with NHS must improve.

3 Need more info to answer 1st question in this area

4 Core grant funding must also continue to AGE UK - having worked there , I know how much they help the council and save you money

5
As throughout this survey, a lot of the proposed suggestions are a bit baffling to the lay-man, but as always efficiency in savings on services are 

critical, as an ex council employee of YMT, reductions here are a definitely no

6 Always look out for and care for children!

7 Again so much is needed with, alas, too little money

8 york explore seem to be very pro-active with lots going on at local libraries, retendering and rebranding unnecessary and wasteful

9 Charge families that use the police service more, i.e. always getting into trouble. If they are in bother more than 3 times a year they get charged

10 Cut all the highest paid council officers salaries by 20% and apply the savings to the above

11 avoid wasting money on restructuring which inevitably leads to staff cuts

12 YMT is an important part of the tourist attraction for York and brings in revenue for the whole city

13 Again, these questions are too complex for non-professional comment, but YMT and libraries myst be supported

14 Sorry I don't fully understand the questions

15 Museums & Libraries are for everyone, not just children

16 One alternative - moving provision to an independent source - has not been offered

17 Please do not close the doors on books, or knowledge will become a "middle class" perogative

18
My wife and I were both headteachers for 20 years in primary schools (not in Yorkshire) and think we don't have enough 'modern' and local 

knowledge to make any useful comments

19
again many of these are too vague to comment upon. just because schools 'con' commission services, doesn't mean they will - we can't make 

assumptions

20 too little information for a citizen to make a sensible answer in many areas

21 Again, not clear how residents can uderstand these areas without background knowledge

22 Do not cut money for museums. It is for all not the greedy few who suck up other resources.

23 time to get the people back to to work, e.g. long term benefits, and single mothers that, and make them pay their rent

24 libraries are essential & ours is staffed by loyal volunteers which must be encouraged and not closed down. 

25 Stop sending taxi for children outside catchment areas

26
I don't believe the "troubled" families programme worth the money. The target can be met without any family achieving demonstrable long term 

improvement in functioning. The national statistics are meaningless

27 Libraries need a clear non-profit direction, not your stealth privatisation

28 Prefer libraries back "in house"

29 No school transport i.e. bus. school to have smaller catchment areas

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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30 York libraries are pathetic... I haven't seen a new book in 5 years.    They are an embarrassment to Britain

31
If we want to ensure high quality provision for our youngest children in PVI settings then it is vital the EY learning and welfare team are enabled 

to oversee this quality

32 Not sure what is meant by "review" of school transport or what alternative provision is planned for complex needs support

33 If people have children they should be responsible for them

34 Need details of results targets in order to comment

35 Culture is core to the visitor economy, so you should be considering increasing YMT budget not reducing it

36 Acomb library staff and facilities very good.  Saturday for children very good. Computer availability.  Clare is brilliant at her job

37 Local council involvement in too many area   depts grow like topsy with manager too happy to empire bire with every new in to live

38 Assessments should be streamlined and simplified to reduce costs and increase efficiency

39 Keep public libraries going - all of them - it is an excellent service.

40
Where I ticked disagree it is largely because I lack the knowledge to make a judgement. I was a social worker in London and found many worthy 

schemes failed to make a difference

41
I think it is difficult to make any kind of informed decision on the diverse issues. I need to know much more. I've made a choice but hardly an 

informed decision.

42 'Restructuring' and 'outsourcing' are slippery concepts and outcomes can be not as anticipated

43 As before, is this not just "good practice"?

44

again we are in danger of cutting vital services to the bone so that the needs of children are not adequately met. short term outcome bad; 

medium to long term terrible - have you noticed the huge increase in mental health issues. Libraries and museums can contribute to well-being 

too

45
concentrate on libraries being places where we can borrow books, rather than all the extra explore activities. Stop giving away books (big city 

read)

46 mental health in schools & with young people needs to be addressed

47 I have not the knowledge to comment on the above

48 I fear you are using words like 're-tender', 'restructure', 'review' etc to hide the fact you are going to cut services

49
Librarys are good but costly. I can find out about anything on my phone, tablet or computer. Some services should be costed out; payed for . 

Library in York closed down. Small community librarys encouraged

50 're-tendering the library service' - only if jobs are protected and the current number of libraries is maintained

51 why ask if we agree with cost saving measures? It should be a given, it should drive all you do

52 library service is excellent (whenever I have used it personally)

53
It appears that whenever services have been tendered to commercial providers there has been a reduction in provision and/or an increase in the 

cost of the provision to the council

54 Prioritise welfare benefits unit and libraries    Assessment for SEN is enshrined in Law - you have to protect!
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55 Libraries and museums are just as important in education for the young

56 YMT grant already at a level that begins to risk their ability to protect this citizens asset for the future.

57 Again poorly worded and set out

58
don't see the point in retendering the libraries - too soon.  Museums Trust is worthy, but it's difficult to prioritise  Most of these proposals are 'no 

brainers', I fear

59 Separate and full consultations need to be held on each of these areas.

60
Investment in culture has benefits beyond children, education and communities. They should not be used as a financial sacrifice to deliver savings 

for statutory services. 

61

1.  YMT doing excellent job despite earlier reduction in CoYC support.  Museums and Gardens a major community asset, but also major support 

of York's tourist/visitor income, so support not just important for 'Children, Education and Communities.    2.  York Explore team also doing an 

excellent job. No outside organisation would do better.    The process of re-tendering would be a major distraction (i.e. wasteful of staff time, and 

resources).  The outcome would be either that the present team continued, or some outside organisation would do a less good job for (possibly) 

slightly less money.  The retendering process itself probably costs more than any possible reduction in cost to the Council, although this would 

presumably be concealed within an HR budget),  and appointing an outside body would be almost guaranteed to produce an inferior service, not 

least in terms of community involvement.  What is the point?

62 Do not cut education it is a vital part of the City's future 

63 Consider challenging the government on targets which generate income rewards. Additional spending is required to meet unreasonable targets. 

64
With the amount of tourists in York, Museum trust should rethink ways to fund itself so funds can be shared to more community cultural 

projects. 

65

Your disabled children's services resource centre should be restructured in line with north Yorkshire CRCs. You spend a fortune there and I 

believe it is the staff and not young people who benefit! Ie, free good for staff when not even working with children, the nicest room is the staff 

room

66
Measures should be taken to positively DISCOURAGE the "school run" where children live within 1 mile of their school. The traffic and congestion 

at these times may be quite unnecessary?! School buses (for those more than 3 miles away?) are ESSENTIAL!

67 Our library is one of our finest resources - please keep it as it is.  It provides so much for everyone in the community.

68 Again not a useful section as all the options apart from the last two, to the average person, seem sensible.

69

The York Museums Trust is extremely important for the prosperity of York, as it attracts so many visitors.  It also supplies extremely useful 

welfare and education services to the residents of York and school pupils.  The Library service supplies wonderful services too, the trust which 

runs it should continue.

70

The library service and culture in the city are already being starved.    Any further reduction in these area would be cutting the cultural heart from 

our city. York has a long and illustrious intelectual richness that the City Council shoud be proud of, instead of trying to strangle it. Too large a 

proportion is spent on the elderly population at the expense of younger and middle aged people who are also resident in the city and deserve a 

fair share of the admittedly limited resources on offer.
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71 Cultural services tend to get cut in times of financial pressure; this is a mistake. YMT helps to attract visitors and reinforces a sense of community.

72 Protect the library service as it is a safe refuge for all sections of society.

73

There are many vulnerable families in York and less and less services to support them. More funding should be put into early intervention 

services for families so that they are supported earlier. This may help prevent the need for more intense and costly intervention further down the 

line.     I also think we put a lot of pressure on schools and other organisations to support children and families. If we are asking them to provide 

'early intervention', we should have more in place to support th organisations and workers. 

74 I have selected Neither where I do not have sufficient knowledge to answer the question.

75
Strongly disagree with protecting funding for York CVS who have changed dramatically what they do over the last few years and now provide 

negligible added value to the city or the sector. 

76

Although a reduction in the York Museum Trust grant should be considered, it should be given  currently with a view to self-sufficiency in future - 

by utilising special events which do not currently happen, but should, such as the highly successful 'A Night in the Museum' series of sleep-overs 

being undertaken in the London Natural History Museum, including it's late night child-free fridays which also offer alcohol and entertainment - 

how wonderful would this be in York Museums? I and a number of my friends would pay to go in a museum for a night, and would definitely pay 

for drinks in a museum (or art gallery).

77
Instead of carving out council budgets for ward committees local councillors should work with businesses in their local communities e.g. to 

sponsor activities/investment.    Libraries and YMT are important cultural offers and should be protected from cuts.

78
The childcare system is not working - kids are not getting looked after and individuals not always fit for the job - it needs less focus on 

bureaucracy or strategy and more action! 

79

I feel the library service is a very good service for introducing children to books in a very positive way (what ever your income).  It has a social 

outlook for all including the elderly and it is very eco friendly (sharing books and learning).    The current service is excellent and I feel should be 

valued as a very positive thing and should not be procured out or watered down.    Poppleton library is excellent and very well run, please 

support it.  

80
I feel particularly strongly that there should not be a reduction in the YMT grant contribution and instead YMT should be viewed as an 

opportunity to develop and complement the Children, Education and Communities as it serves all three of those incredibly well now. 

81

Our children are the future of York and schools should be supported to the hilt.    The richness of our heritage in places like Castle Museum, given 

enough support, should educate people as to why history remains relevant to us now.    With the introduction of IT and computers available in 

most homes, it's easy to imagine books are no longer relevant. But a large strata of society would be excluded from learning, a warm place to sit 

and the opportunity to improve themselves and their lives. Libraries remain, for the foreseeable future, very important.

82

See my comments above regarding YMT grant.     This charity took on the responsibility for specific museums and the Museum Gardens, saving 

the council a large amount of money which was to a degree reflected in the original annual grant of £1.5m. This has now been reduced to 

£300,000 per annum, which is insufficient even to maintain the Museum Gardens.   YMT has done an amazing job, attracting huge numbers of 

people to the city and enhancing its reputation as a centre of cultural excellence. It has received scant recognition of this from the council.     The 

grant should be increased to £500,000 per annum, not decreased. 
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83 I am not sufficiently aware of the implications to have a view on a couple of these.

84 Encourage more children to walk to school

85

The YMT and library facilities serve the community, and given the growth in resident population and the ageing of this population, access to 

these facilities makes a significant contribution ot the well-being of the resident population. To not maintain the YMT grant and the library 

funding is to add to the possible burden in respect of demands on mental health, social welfare and anti-social behaviour, and also educational 

benefits (even in 3rd age) should not be under estimated, The YMT charges are a direct reflection of CYC's cuts, and we have seen the impact on 

public opinion and lower attendance. The Library is just surviving; the dedicated staff struggle to support the demand from visitors.  

86 No further cuts to YMT!!

87 YMT MUST not have their grants cut, or York will lose out due to a decrease in visitors. Such short sighted views are what show the Council up.

88
All these suggestions sound like ways of trying to justify cuts. What you define at re-tendering sounds like reducing costs but also reducing the 

provision that you provide.

89
Improve community facilities outside the city centre - particularly in deprived areas - where engagement has been poor. Support activities that 

improve hell and wellbeing - through exercise, healthy eating and arts/culture

90

Agree with first point apart from the fact that it would cause me concern to take childcare advice from a conservative government.  Agree with 

the second point apart from there needs to be regular, official check ups to make sure that the schools are providing the alternative to CYC 

support, not just paying lip service for Ofsted purposes. I have found this out directly as a fact at one particular York Primary School recently. 

91
Reduction of funding to museum and library services have gone too far. There should be a realisation of their importance to community cohesion 

and drawing in tourist. If you reduce funding further, services will surely be cut and this will affect the atmosphere of the city. 

92

Not sure I like the way YMT funding has been placed in the midst of child -based funding questions, potentially leading commentators to imply 

that they support the reduction of museum funding to pay for children's services, however essential they may be. A further drop in funding will 

potentially seriously damage the museum services in York. Diverting funds from glossy projects such as the stadium, £36m, would be better. As a 

stadium is a commercial enterprise, I would think that asking private enterprise to fund this would be a better idea than taking money from non-

profit making services and essential care services.

93
Museums play an essential role in helping to educate people, both young and old. York's museums have the reputation of being some of the best 

in the country.   The Library service in York is currently excellent. It does not need changing.

94
Please don't reduce funding to libraries and museums. They are some of the best things about York. Our history and sense of community is so 

important. It's what brings people to live and work here. It's also what attracts visitors and is something we are known for around the world.

95
The current library management team are doing an excellent job and re-tendering would introduce change when stability is needed for at least a 

couple of years to enable the current system to mature.

96

There should be ongoing support to organisations such as Castlegate Young People's service as this fills a large need and is not provided 

anywhere else.   The library service has already been cut to the bone and any re-tendering should result in a better service, not cost savings.

97 We should look to invest and encourage home to school transport to reduce peak time congestion on our roads.
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98 Protect services to the vulnerable and those that prevent costs from spiralling in the future

99 Haven't answered some questions as i don't understand certain terms, This is a rubbish and leading survey.

100 Frontline services to children must be developed & protected

101
Again a poorly designed set of questions. It's difficult to disagree with most/all of them (is that what you intended?) .. and so it's not possible to 

make an accurate judgement.

102
Far to much use seems to be made of taxi firms taking children to special needs schools.    In this area taxis arrive each morning yet the homes 

have sometimes have a car parked , sometimes two.  Make parents responsible for getting children to school

103

I can't understand what this question means. What am I agreeing or disagreeing with? Re-tendering and restructuring exercises sound expensive 

activities to me, so how do I know if the ROI is worth it if you don't give an idea of scale or timelines or any details? If re-tendering the library 

service results in a saving with no impact on service delivery that's obviously worth doing, but you wouldn't need to consult on something like 

that, so the re-tendering must be under different terms of service. These questions are pretty meaningless without detail and too specific to be 

treated as terms of reference for council decision making, or indications of what strategic policy directions to take.

104 libraries are incredibly valuable. investment in them must surely pay for itself several times over. they're critical for those of us in poverty. 

105

Are libraries still relevant in todays age of online resources?  I hear lots of public sector "restructure" this and that but rarely do i see any actual 

improvements or cash savings? paying to change the name of a department and little change of function is utter folly.  See "The thick of it - 

Dosac" and its many guises. Stop wasting money of trivial reshuffles / redesigns..

106
'Re-tendering' the library service as above I assume means PRIVATISING. No thanks. Libraries, education opportunities and their facilities are a 

human right. Explore do a reasonable job I believe.

107 Sometimes think consultations & restructuring come in with new staff.  If it`s working well keep it.  Stop constantly funding consultations.

108

These are complex issues and to ask whether a review should take place is not a real question.  There is a so what element as a review should be 

a good thing - but to what purpose?  And the council have announced their intention to re tender the library service - so why are you asking if 

you should?

109
York relies on tourism. The museum plays an important role in attracting visitors as well as bring an essential service for residents. Cutting the 

museum’s funding further will damage york’s Communities and economy. 
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1 The above questions not clear.

2 Surely staff and services have already been cut to the bone

3 staff should not be reduced if it is at the detriment of services for York citizens

4 I was of the opinion that statutory services were obligatory not optional

5 Pursue opportunities to hire out council meeting rooms etc 'out of hours' - Hampshire already do this.

6 The council's business is to provide services to the City of York, not engage in other additional income activities.

7 Make landlords (particularly of student lets) pay full council tax

8 The first is like 'should I stop [...]'

9 Not sure what 'West Offices' are, but any additional income is always welcome as long as it is ploughed back into good use

10 Always make use of empty office space.

11 Depends where additional income comes from

12 when asked for information under FOI it was refused

13 FOI - unclear what this means

14 Reduction in staffing should only be applied to the higher paid department heads and the staff that produce such badly worded questionnaires

15 Need to be more specific.  What 'reduction' and 'efficiency'?

16
I believe there are excessive numbers of administrators, etrc, when the money would be better support on providers of social care, medical and 

emergency staff

17 stop all restructures and save money with common sense, staff suggestions

18 All must be protected 'efficiencies' should not be at the expense of staff resources. Efficiency is NOT cuts

19 Not everyone is online. Address or telephone number req.

20 It already seems difficult to identify available rooms in West Offices. Using the four additional activities don't seem gradient

21 Too many chiefs and not enough indians

22
without knowing which staffing is referred to, can't comment. west offices could earn money, though is already at capacity in work hours. could 

be utilised better at weekends

23
York is a major tourist city.  York City Council needs to address the lack of toilet facilities in the city an dopen some more.  City centre stores 

should not be the main provider of toilets for visitors

24 Do people understand 'medium form efficiencies'? i.e. that = cuts? And why 'medium term'? meaning what?

25 too many high level management consultants and (back handed deals need to stop)

26
Council needs to stop wasting tax payers money on new council offices/office equipment.  Councillors needs to take pay cuts and stop wasting 

money on xmas party and taxis (you know what I mean) disgraceful.

27 C>A>B Essential in this property debt climate.

28 If staff are not contributing then let them go

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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29
Allow more free car parking in city centre as Scarborough and Harrogate. Allow 3 hours disc parking incentive. York residents deserve to have a 

similar scheme.

30 A reduction in staffing will weaken customer outcomes across the Council

31 Not sure that the council is fully committed to FOI. Maybe better if this was outsourced to an independent organisation

32 Stop filthy open-top buses churning out black diesel fumes!

33 Staff seem to be working at full capacity now, not sure how you could maintain standards with less staff

34 How is it proposed to generate additional income?

35
Councils lose sight of with they exist. It is not to provide employment to council execs. It is to allow residents to get on with. Their lives with as 

little hassle as possible.

36 Do not raise council Tax, please

37 You cannot fit any more people in West Offices without making CYC employees annoyed when they cannot get a desk when they come into 

38 How?

39 I don't understand the last bit - if I tick 'agree' does this mean I agree to savings in reduction of staffing? what does that mean?

40 The council should focus on the core business not generating income

41 Your 'efficiencies' are my cuts in services

42 again you should be doing this as the norm!

43
When you lost £10 million of tax payers money when you invested in a Iscelantic bank you should spend our money on social housing  force the 

AF/housing on builders

44 Unclear purposes and practices  Impossible to judge without inside information

45 Like most of us - do more with less!

46
Focus on improving 'Open Data' provision and clarity, with a view to driving down FOI costs.   Staffing efficiencies should be a way of life - but 

focus on improved processes and procedures first  Opportunities to use unwanted space should be taken....

47 Income generation how?

48
It is tempting to protect some central services. However some of these services are available in the private sector and in house services need to 

be market tested as much as with other directorates. 

49

CYC Problems with procurement (LGA, Lazars etc..), lack of transparency (e.g. Failure to publish 'LGA' report), access to best services by tender, 

and efficiently managing CYC staff are all areas of my personal concern. I currently fail to have confidence in CYC to operate openly and efficiently 

in Customer & Corp Services.

50
The problem of the staff is not the number but their productivity and organisation. CYC needs an assessment on quality delivered by staff. 

Recommendations from FOI or/and independent external assessments are ignored. What is the point to assess if nothing changes?

51
ONLY TO CAUTION AGAINST EXPECTING STAFF TO DO TOO MUCH. THIS LEADS TO RESENTMENT, STRESS, MISTAKES ETC. AND WOULD BE 

COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE!

52 Again how is the average person meant to meaningful judge these options!
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53

Rent out some of the other CYC buildings and not West Offices. The whole point is that west Offices was a 'one stop shop' to speak to services 

and now they're all being moved out and spread across the city again. I want to be able to go into west Offices and speak to someone about 

support, childcare, council tax, benefits... 

54

I agree with general efficiencies across services, but when it takes ages to speak to someone from Customer services already, and then they don't 

help you as they should because of a lack of training or inclination from the customer services agent (because they aren't well paid), then I can't 

support that. How am I supposed to have an issue resolved without someone to ask that of? 

55

Staff can`t be reduced any further surely? It is evident over the last few years that staff cuts have had an effect on the remaining staff and the 

service they are trying to give. Their wellbeing and stress levels must be taken into consideration.   The only cuts to staffing should be in the 

wages given to all the directors who earn more than a member of parliament!

56

"Core statutory services" should not be exempt from initiatives to find efficiencies and new ways of working.  Just because they've always done 

things one way doesn't mean that's the best way!    Political parties should pay (rent, bills) for the spaces they occupy in CYC buildings above a 

minimum service for council business (e.g. a shared hot-desk space).  They're don't work for the council full-time and presumably have separate 

local party offices available to them for non-council business.

57
I think there should be fewer senior members of staff in the Comms/Public Health team - there should be less senior staff in the team and more 

officers (too top heavy)  

58

Core statutory services such a financial accounts and legal work   Information Governance e.g. FOI’s and Data Management  - I don't really know 

what these are but presumably someone has to do the books?    Reduction in staffing and general efficiencies across services  - is this even 

possible - I thought all the hot desking possible has already been done.

59
Continued reduction in support services means placing extra administrative burden on more specialist and higher paid staff. It strikes me as a 

significant false economy to weight staffing reductions so heavily in this area. 

60 Reducing staff does not make services more efficient.

61 The proposals are too vague; hold as is come back next year with a better plan of objectives and tangible (measurable) goals.

62 These services have been cut enough

63

Leasing out the third floor and making people "work" from home only reduces the quality of service that can be provided. There needs to be 

trust given to employee to work from home and when that trust does not exist or is broken very little can be done. employees know how to play 

the game. There is a lot of dead wood and you need to get rid of the unions......

64
I certainly agree with general efficiency but this does not necessarily equate to reduction in staffing. It may free up staff to provide support in 

other areas.

65
Work efficiently and effectively and the savings will come quickly. Think commercially and increased revenue will offset saving requirements. It's 

common sense 

66 I don’t think there should be sweeping job cuts.

67
West offices were built for staff. I heard that what used to be a joint space in the sidings, is now he Lib Dem office with only three staff in a 

massive office. They needs to learn to share the space better and not hog resources.
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68 what is FOI's ???? 

69 Reduction in staffing leads to poorer quality services. 

70 Difficult to agree/disagree with such limited info ... compared to what alternative(s)?

71 Not sufficiently informed or knowledgeable about these matters

72 Please don't reduce staff in front-line services

73
West Offices are too big for council needs. You should sublet some of it or move in to more appropriately sized accommodation. It looks to an 

outsider that the move to West Offices was an expensive vanity project that is not sustainable.

74

Reduction in staffing will impact on the services offered to residents and possibly the time taken to deliver the service.  Create a flagship service 

not one watered down by the number of services and the amount of staff left to deal with it.    The purpose of West Offices Council office was to 

bring all staff together under one roof.  This cannot happen if staff are being encouraged to 'lone work' at home to no cost to the employer, The 

member of staff is not available if a customer attends to see them, nor can the staff be supported through their colleagues knowledge and 

expertise.  If a member of staff has to print letters or specific documents this cannot be done at home. The 'teamwork approach' and being able 

to be 'communicative' and 'transparent' as described in the original plans that were to bring all staff under one roof with a saving of £17 million in 

25 years of tax payers money to bring about a flag ship service was another wool over the eyes of the tax payers who are going to receive a 

reduced service with less staff to produce the service.    

75

The assumption seems to be that reducing staffing can be done without affecting the quality of provision.  Vulnerable people often need personal 

contact and support.   Any change to the way services are delivered to such groups needs to be tested with users before implementation.  The 

assumption that everyone is computer literate and can understand complex written statements (paper or screen based) is not acceptable - nor is 

waiting on hold for minutes on end when phone enquiries.

76

West offices was created to save the council and thus the people of york money.  If as rumour suggests, the offices are now full, mainly due to 

the influx of "others" then is it being managed effectively? if seating in the glittering palace of delights is now being sold in defference to those 

that need to work there then surely this has become offic space to hire.  With this practice, surely the council would be better off buying some of 

the many empty office space in the city and renting this our to those agencies lodging in West offices?   I would most certainly object most 

strongly at any ascertion of construction of "west offices" as this i directly contradicts the premise of the creation of West offices.

77
How can you deliver services for the 'increasing level of demand' when you are reducing staffing? If you are reducing staffing then start by 

reducing senior staff.
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1
Allow pedestrian access to James Street HIVRC?    Park & Ride does not provide the services advertised - either pay more for drivers on close 

system.

2 Not clear.

3 Needs to be run more as a business - areas need to generate funding.

4 Make it York doesn't seem to do anything for York residents unless it involves charging us.

5 Change the name (Economy and Place).  Borrow money at very low rates to invest in social care, schools, houses and public transport.

7 Housing planning is too costly and too slow. Staff seemed always to be on holiday.

8 I'd increase the subsidy to bus services -> reduction in bus fares -> more use -> less cars being used/driven into the city -> cleaner air. York's bus 

9 There is a lot of evidence based practice that proves rehabilitation not only saves money in the logn run, but also improves quality of life.

10 lower salaries for council leaders; improve pay for workers

11

'increase community involvement to facilitate a reduction in grounds maintenance and cleansing budgets by transferring spaces to community 

management' - promoted well being, keeping healthy among the older generation. Then within 2 years closed the majority of council bowling 

clubs. Leaving many people devoid of their hobby

12
A lot of money seems to be wasted on unnecessary work while essential maintenance is ignored. e.g. replacing traffic lights that work with ones 

that do not

13
I disagree with increasing car parking charges in central York, especially near Coney St shops etc.    High parking charges in central York will affect 

shops, and restaurants

14 Less use of volunteers, more employees

15 Concessionary fares scheme should be means tested.

16 Many of these proposals are vague

17 Any review of assets or outsourcing must only pursue opportunities certain to generate benefit (not employing consultants chasing uncertainties)

18 Would gladly pay for bus journeys (even the full fare!)

19 No external providers - they are all privately owned answerable to shareholders not residents.

20 Increased street cleaning reduce pothole creation  Increased buses reduce congestion

21 We are one of the most expensive areas to park a car in town (outside London)

22 The number of cars entering city be used as a source of income (and decrease the number that way)

23 No more car park increases

24 The Council should not be looking at assets to reduce and hoping the public will replace the manpower

25 Stop funding spark York - it is already overtime

26 Could save money reducing opening hours of tips to 5 days a week not 7 or reduce another day if 5 days now

27 remove deteriorating speed humps and do not replace

28 The community skips should be re-introduced not everyone has a means to dispose of rubbish at a tip which requires a car bus services subsides 

29 increase green bin to 8 months a year

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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30 get rid of consultants and replace with staff

31

Q17. 'Maintain current levels of charges and services for domestic waste customers - improve service levels' - especially green bin collections  All 

options should be improved not reduced    Q18. 'review waste rounds to ensure collections are as efficient as possible' - with improved rounds 

for green bins  'use external providers and where possible share staff resources with other councils in public protection plannng development 

management building control and highway regulation' - 'in-house' rather than 'external providers'  'increase community involvement to facilitate 

a reduction in grounds maintenance and cleansing budgets by transferring spaces to community management' - no, council should do it    Q19. 

again, these areas should be adequately resources - from government or through council tax

32 Selling unused or under-used council assets should be a priority

33
Charge for parking on knavesmore road and prevent coaches from parking there so that they have to pay for parking on coach parks in York. 

Becoming a huge coach/car park at present. This would also encourage park and ride and reduce traffic.

34 Efficient waste collection should not include a reduction in bin collection days from current levels

35 need to appreciate communities. don't always have capacity to take on services, this cannot be a blanket proposal

36

Stop using 'safety camera' cars to create income from around Stonebow/BT. York City Council should have a designated pickup point so you don't 

get fined for a pickup.  Safety cars should be catching speeding motorists and unsafe drivers near schools etc. instead of creeping around city 

centre streets fining cars under the guise of 'safety'. Money making rules.    Reduce charges for those using the tip.  This will reduce fly-tipping 

and the cost to the councils to clear it

37 these are too complex issues to expect an informed answer on

38 Gritting should not be focused only on roads. Icy pavements are very dangerous.

39 Reduce parking charges not increase them; get rid of bus and cycle lanes; do not spend anything on cyclists; officers to fine cyclists for going 

40 the high count of parking in York and high business rates are making York a city cafes and bars

41 Parking charges for who? Residents or for public car parks.  If the latter then fine

42 Stop free council tax for student housing

43
There are too many cameras already. You can't ask people to volunteer to pick up civic responsibilities at the same time as treating them like 

potential criminals.

44 Efficacies on council expenses must be achieved and to be more transparent 

45 Do not sell off the family silver

46 Tax Chinese students and stop them clogging up trains to London

47 Check budgets to improve traffic flow, also stop bendy buses, taking up too much room. Stop chicanes, traffic calming does not work!

48 Outsourcing is only good if someone checks their work and they don't get paid for shoddy work

49 1) Need to get private vehicles off the roads to a large extent. York isn't suitable!  2) Free parking might (as in France) help local shops.

50 Car parking charges - already too high.

51
2,6,9 should already happen. Must contained in this exercise is essential so if you can't afford it YOU! have to budget. Not weave it to uninformed 

customers paying you for a service.
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52 'Savings' should be considered in an overall context to produce long term benefits to society as a whole

53
Stop charging for people to bring waste to James Street, it puts people off coming so they put all waste, including rubble etc. in black household 

bin instead of fly tip it

54

As a child I remember my father who managed a grocery shop was responsible for keeping his frontage free of litter, snow and ice.  In N. Virginia, 

USA, they go further - each householder also has that responsibility, including the shovelling of ice and snow.  People who drop litter including 

cigarettes ends should be fined. We have parking wardens, they could also be empowered to issue spot fines to anyone they see dropping litter 

and not bagging dog waste

55 Doesn't explain what MIY do!

56 domestic waste should be monitored and customers charged per weight f bin in order to cut down on messy rubbish and encourage recycling

57 I think concessionary should be available to those over 60 as in London

58 If this means selling off assets then renting/leasing back - very rarely sensible long term solution!

59
increase rnage of recycling (doorstep) to include all plastics  how much will reviews cost? often very wasteful of recources that could go to 

services

60
I am concerned about the amount of money, ie £18k, that was deleted by the council recently, which speaks to me of money not well spent. How 

much more is being wasted of council tax money which comes from the residents of York?

61 We need to prioritise bus & pedestrians in to the centre of York, more bus lanes needed

62 Prioritise pedestrian, public transport, cyclists over cars

63 No to cameras! Charging more for parking hurts economy. Important to encourage tourism

64 York car park charges are already among the highest I come across in the UK

65 Just get on with your job of working efficiently!

66 car park fees. tackle the massive issue of blue badges (big loss in income to council) contact doctors - don't send to lazy specialist that costs

67 Difficult to know what these Q's mean. Feels like signing a contract blind. Would you recommend that?

68

as a lead local flood authority under flood and water management act, we are required to deliver a range of responsibilities for flood risk 

management - so you have to do it!    Radical review of assets to potentially rationalise, generate additional income and achieve additional 

captial receipts - Income and NOT sales

69 Think car parking charges have reached a limit and if increased again may affect people (visitors particularly) coming to the city

70 Cautious about motorist - funded cash raising scheme that are directed only at raising cash for the council

71
Involving the community might work if you consulted them, trained them and gave them resources to carry out the job rather than expecting 

them to apply for grants

72 With the car parking services, there should be some savings for residents.

73 If car park revenue generates lots of income why mess with Clifford St car park? To sell off for short term gain by any chance?
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74

you should do what you can to increase levels of waste / increase recycling, and to tackle fly tipping.  Cost increases may be one element of this, 

but need to be balanced against the risk of encouraging avoidance  I'd be happy to seek to increase income by employing more traffic staff to 

give penalties for illegal parking and abuse of our roads and pavements.  Surely this can be at least self financing, and potentially generate good 

income for the city while improving conditions for all.  Further transport expenditure must be based on reducing private car use in and around 

York (and not just within the walls).  Be bold!

75 Separate and full consultations need to be held on each of these areas.

76 Stop trying to put more emphasis on the community to clean the communal areas, we pay our council tax

77 Leaving the EU could potentially remove some of the fines and payments levied on Councils associated with waste disposal.

78

Consider introducing a pollution tax/charge for vehicles entering a low emissions zone within the outer ring road. Electric vehicles and vehicles 

owned by people living within the charging zone would be exempt from charges except for pre-2006 cars and any new non-zero emission 

vehicles purchased after the scheme started (2nd hand petrol/diesel models could still be purchased). Money raised could be spent on improving 

public transport (increasing regularity where needed and making it significantly cheaper for all.)

79 Stop wasting money on projects like the community stadium way over budget already 

80 Don't waste money on unnecessary change. Invest in council staff to provide local environment maintenance and cleaning services. 

81

Make it York needs higher supervision. Astronomical wages of members and too much power to decide what kind of events are allowed and who 

can organise it.  Make it York is contributing to the inequality of treatment on cultural and community events, anyone outside the little farm has 

little or no chance to organise other cultural events is town. Prices to charge and rules on how to apply to produce an event need clarification, 

fixed prices, honesty and be non biased to the same groups all the time.  Parliament Street is getting to much events,   that make all of them with 

less quality. We need less events to have better events.

82
I support bus lanes but am unaware of any problems with infringement, hence voted "neither". Also if "civil" what deterrent and what penalties 

can be enforced?

83 What's "Make it York" and what services does it provide on behalf of the Council?

84
Encourage greater use of public transport through the introduction of more routes, more frequent services and the removal of cars from the city 

centre. Take punitive action against bus companies which fail to provide a reliable service. 

85 I used to live in Scarborough and was shocked at the limited kerbside recycling available in York.

86 Bus travel in York is very expensive, a cheaper bus service may encourage people to use public transport and reduce traffic in the city centre

87 York already has one of the most expensive rates for car parks. Increasing it further will kill the trade in the city centre
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88

Reviewing assets to ensure a rational additional income can be achieved, but ensuring that community and charitable concerns are not 

inadvertently damaged, maligned or bankrupted in an effort to generate more income - an assessment of these services would be needed, as 

they may be more cost effective if kept than the potential income from the assets.   Car parking costs within council owned car parks already put 

residents off from making trips into the city centre, utilising the free parking at Monks Cross and Clifton Moor shopping instead. I personally use 

the sainsbury's car park or Morrisons car park as alternative parking to avoid the horrendous cost of parking in the city centre. I have only just 

become aware that as a resident, I could have discounted parking - this should be advertised with other letters I'm sent, such as the when I'm 

sent the refuse date sheet, or a letter about how much my council tax is. 

89

Waste and recycling should be improved e.g. extended curbside recycling to additional items (e.g. all plastics, tetra-pak cartons, silver foil).  Once 

that's achieved separation of food waste from dry waste should be considered with e.g. weekly food waste collection and 3-week grey bin 

collection.    Schools should pay for their own crossing patrols (especially once they become academies).    People using OAP bus passes should 

have to pay a standard fixed fare for every journey e.g. 50p or £1.  This is important for inter-generational fairness as they are benefiting most 

from other reductions in benefits/services (retaining bus passes, free TV licence, free prescriptions, triple-lock pensions increase, and 

predominance of house-ownership etc).

90 Recycle more waste

91
Would be nice if refuse collectors took all rubbish instead of leaving bags on footpaths and communal areas  Theres no pride these days for our 

beautiful city

92

Although not the worst our road network is still woeful with repairs after works carried out on roads is seemingly unchecked. We should hold 

tarmacers etc to a higher standard as a poorly resurfaced road is a false economy and causes more problems in the long run.  Waste collecting 

and recycling is excellent however our particular street is covered in litter from blown away recycling. There seems to be no litter picking from 

the council so are residents expected to pick up the slack?

93
This council does not have a mandate to sell off council assets, they hold them in trust for the people of York, they are stewards, not theirs to 

sell.

94 Increase investment in public transport, make it work, make it free, get cars off the roads

95 Sell off what CYC does not require. Risk being short of property assets.

96 Extortionate car parking charges are already crippling the city centre economy. Please don't make it worse. Morons.

97
Charges for domestic garden waste e.g £50 per annum  Recycling and waste on same day please. Retender contract for recycling for waste in 1 

container.  

98
Please be more explicit in what you are asking in these sections. I feel a lot of these could be used to justify cuts when the wording here doesn't 

really reflect that.

99
Make it York - it needs to work out in the communities to help develop hyper local economies - not everyone has Bishy Rd .net - needs to be part 

of their core grant to deliver increased econ capacity in deprived areas. 

100 No one can answer the question on car parking charges without more information (effect on shops, law of diminishing returns etc)
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101
York currently has one of the highest parking charges in the country. To park in York all day costs around £13. To park in Huddersfield all day, 

which is of similar size to York is only £4. 

102
put some cameras at Tesco Askham Bar recycling site to prevent the fly tipping and businesses that use that site. It cannot cost that much to put 

some cameras in the place is an eyesore and the fly  tipping is horrendous. 

103 Transport grants should be spent on transport not road schemes that do nothing to improve the situation.

104

I disagree with increasing car parking charges only to protect the travel into town and for residents to use the high street shops.  I would be 

nervous about reducing the MIY grant only because I believe they have made a significant contribution to attracting visitors to the city. As long as 

this does not suffer then a coordinated reduction may be ok.

105

Increase town centre parking charges to encourage a reduction of vehicles (especially visitors),clogging up the city centre.  Use the revenue 

generated to allow free travel on the Park and Ride Services.  Give York citizens special ID non transferrable passes for limited parking.    The 

increased traffic in the city centre is making York one big traffic car park.....nothing moves, not even visitors cars, or the Park and Ride Services 

(no wonder people won't use them), ...vital bus services for York residents run up to an hour late ......air pollution is reaching critical levels.  

106
Car parking charges should be part of a strategy to reduce city centre traffic. They are already high and do not deter motorists. Castle car park 

should be closed and greater development of the park and ride system made to deter traffic entering the city centre.

107
Introduce a city centre congestion charge as there’s too much traffic and pollution, offputting for tourists and residents who spend in the city 

centre. Use revenue to offset the need for cuts and provide better public transport. Alternatively raise parking prices.

108 Parking charges are already too high it puts people off going into the city

109
Current waste collections are at the absolute limit already; would be against car parking increases as this will have an adverse effect on the city 

centre which is already struggling with satellite shopping parks in the outlying areas.

110

Think that you should increase the programme to include more 20mph areas especially where there children, and cyclists or air quality issues like 

all the bridges, Fulford Road, Fishergate Gyratory, Nunnery Lane.  All arterials and the inner ring road need to have their speeds reduced including 

Gillygate, St Leonard's place etc. Enforced by avg speed cameras.   

111
Any sale of assets should not be to the detriment of the historic environment or to increase student accommodation - we are overrun by 

students who have caused a severe reduction in the quality of our lives (noise & anti-social behaviour)

112

Street cleaning in central York is poor - it's time for the pubs/bars/hotels and restaurants to make a fair contribution to this as they benefit 

disproportionally. Same is true for policing costs though I realise not CoY responsibility.  Should not be free parking at York races.  Very little 

mention of cycling and how you propose to increase it by making it safer. This would save money repairing roads/improve environment etc.  One 

waste disposal site in the east of the city is a joke - how many journeys is that choking up the city centre + queues + pollution + wear + wasted 

time. It's as if none of you have ever been to France/Germany!!!                                              

113 Does increasing the car park charges every year result in more income as a whole or less because you deter people from using them?

114
there are consequences for all of the above decisions - all are necessary and reducing costs in one area simply loads the costs to other areas.  For 

example, the increase in fly tipping due to reduced waste collection and charges.
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115

Regarding the review of assets, I would support the council owning a development company the holds strategically important land assets, such as 

the Castle Gateway and the Teardrop development, and can therefore ensure more joined up and city-supported development, management 

and operations of these sites. What's happened at the Hungate development is terrible - the developers have walked all over the council and not 

delivered any of the community benefits they promised and the council seems powerless to do anything about it. They just do whatever delivers 

the fastest profit (which promptly disappears offshore), not what delivers long-term value to the city.

116

The previous headings under road maintenance and transport., and subsidised bus's.  Look to restricting the number of vehicles into the city 

centre, which will reduce the cost of road maintenance.  Invest in better transport systems so that park and ride sites are open later, which again 

will reduce the number of cars entering the city

117

Moving maintenance of community spaces to volunteer groups will mean uneven standards. Such volunteer groups come and go - it is not easy 

to maintain a base group of volunteers over a sustained period, and to fund the equipment and expertise required. By all means engage the 

community in   helping to maintain these areas but to walk away from all responsibility is not acceptable    

118

Enforce charging for car parking at out of town shopping areas, and reduce the costs of inner city parking which will increase city centre useage 

for locals and trade for LOCAL businesses and not the mult national companies that inhabit the out of town parks.  Take away the shovels from 

the road workers so they cant lean on them.  Increase discipline within the waste collection teams to ensure dropped litter is collected and not 

left in the street. 

119 Radical review of assets'? Short term income from selling these is a bad idea when many of them will have longer term capital value.

120 Share staff resources with other councils seems a good idea.  Another review on collections!

121
Investment in cycle network and public transport to 'future proof' the city.  Sharing staff resources would lead to a reduction in services for York.  

Relying in volunteers to undertake maintenance of green spaces is unsustainable.

122
Cannot believe money is being spent consulting me on whether the council should look at having efficient waste rounds... just do it  - part of the 

day job!

123
Reduce vehicle numbers in the city. Re introduce lendall bridge closure, reduce impact of road traffic, so reduce cost. Create a freight transfer 

station and have electric delivery vehicles to the city centre. 
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1
This form is so complicated in how it asks questions, I'd be surprised if many people bother with it. Deliberately, no doubt, by the form creators 

to influence the results.

2 Increase by 3% not 1.99% - Council tax for years to ? austerity.

3 I'd do far shorter surveys in future. Lots of questions here need to be either omitted or expanded upon/examples provided.

4 make a change for minor health operations e.g. removal ovf cysts, pediatry/chiropodist services and similar non-threatening issues

5 1. think about a river tax service 2. consider a tax of the day for visitors staying overnight

6

I am already chairman on Fishponds Wood.  making use of amenity sites (HWRC's) free safes money in the long term by stopping fly tipping. 

Encouraging home composting reduces waste. Speed humps are a waste of money and only damage vehicles (including buses, ambulances and 

fire engines)

7

I have provided some suggestions and comments below, in part because I am uncomfortable with the range of choices being presented in the 

budget consultation document, combined with need for far reaching review and change to continue to deliver and invest in services;  1) 

Discontiue the defined benefit pension scheme for all council employees. This is a significant strain on resources, is not in keeping with the wider 

economy and unfair to the tax payer who is increasingly burdened with increased pensions deficits driven by increasubg life expectancy and low 

gilt yields. The solution is to provide a high quality defined contribution scheme. This would be outperforming the market in terms of pensions 

provision, reduce cost for the council, even allowing for a change in rewards and benefits, set out in point 2, plus would allow for expenditure to 

be redirected to front line services, for example, adult social care.  2) Review and overhaul rewards and benefits: this includes providing salary 

increases which can be funded for one above, moving towards performance based pay and bonuses which would align with the annual plan.  3) 

Core activity: the council should engage in executing core activity well, rather than collecting up service provision over time which increases cost. 

The solution to this is a combination of outsourcing and signposting of services.  4) Back office integration: recommend wholesale integration of 

back office functions across York City and York County Councils as well as neighbouring councils. The departments for integration would include 

but are not limited to IT, Finance, HR Administration, Customer Services. I understand there is some limited integration with internal audit 

services and payroll, however, this could go much further. As a result, this could allow redirection of resources to frontline services.

8 thanks for this good survey. lets hope it yields a good response

9
landlords (student housing) generate large incomes, yet pay no council tax - this state of affairs should be urgently reviewed. Council houses 

should not be sold to investors for renting

10 I am not in a position to comment as I am not knowledgeable in this area

11 Don't spend on the stadium

12 Councellors expenses, H.R. dept at YDC

13 Rawcliffe bar park and ride overflow car parking area could be rented out or sold to generate income to CYC

14 Explore opportunities for more weekend/evening use of council-owned assets (i.e. use them more intensively for longer hours)

15 Our volunteering days are over, except for church!

16
A tax on hotel room occupation as in many European cities. Do not try to get tax in by allowing a single extra car, cafe or betting shop anywhere 

in city of York

Budget Consultation 2018-19
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17 Wage freeze on senior management. Reduce number of managers

18 Ensure that savings in any department do not increase item in another's

19 Poor questionnaire. Several facile 'beating my ...' type. Several two questions. Many leading to the drawing board

20 Tourist tax esp on 'Hen Parties' and 'Stag Parties'

21 already volunteering in several ways

22
Don't resurface streets that don't need it! (Heworth Road and Byland Ave)  Do resurface roads that need it, potholes everywhere! (Birstwith 

Drive)

23 charge students landlords council tax as students get the same servicess but do not contribute to cost

24 Put more services online

25 don't spend money on 'trendy' projects, get the basic right first

26
By scrapping the free text reminder for bins, surely that's a cost to the council. It's not difficult to remember when bin day is! If it's free to the 

council then other services you may do that if appropriate

27 we need more council housing

28 Reduce benefits to those who don't work. They are not encouraged to work

29
Stop all overseas trips and cut council staff expenses by at least 50% any fraudulent expense claims should result in immediate dismissal of the 

guilty party.

30 stop wasting money on restructures/transformaton etc. and provide staff with resources to deliver services to the public

31 I am a volunteer

32 reduce expenses allowed for both pd and volunteer. e.g. councillors

33

(my details anyway in view of comments)  I read this consultation with increasing irritation about the difficulties faced by the council as a result of 

government cuts. The 'austerity' approach is ridiculuous as I see the City become increasingly scruffy - too few resources for your responsibilities. 

You have my sympathies. I don't mind paying more council tax but councillors (especially the leadership) must press government for better 

support

34
This needs a huge amount of thought - I think I would rather see some suggestions/options of the types of volunteering which you see as 

available

35
Stop building student flats, start building council homes, start listening to York residents, stop anymore restaurants in the city centre. We need 

shops!!!

36 Volunteering areas - any

37 Reduce number of concillors & check all expenses claimed carefully

38 Fine people for littering

39 Send "refugees" back to camps in middle-east. Money should be spent on local people.

40 Encourage use of public transport eg. restrictions on private transport and parking in conquered areas by enlarging

41 Share professional services with other local authorities (as happens elsewhere)
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42
Volunteering in Westfield and Foxwood areas  Provide essential services, but get all households to maintain hedges, grass adjacent to their 

homes

43 In Europe all coaches are charged a tourist levy. We should do this to keep pay for all the additional services required.

44 Avoid 'doubling' up on various job roles

45 sorry, we are both approaching 90

46
general efficiency e.g. better quality road repairs to last longer. better use of resources like energy at premises such as west offices. are there 

more efficient comms methods to share this survey?

47 Stop unsolicited mail (flyers and in newspapers and magazines) to households to reduce rubbish going to recycling (saving money)

48
already colunteer with several voluntary organisations  we need a progressive taxation system to pay for essential services. We need strong local 

services

49
- Encourage all drivers of CYC vehicles to switch off their engines when stationary - Install solar panels on all new council houses where 

appropriate

50
As above - redesignate some of the parking officers to monitor cyclists on the roads who go through red lights ..... Bishopthorpe Road alone 

would generate vast income

51
you need to think before they spend money that is wasted e.g. clearing lendal bridge. we want a classy city not full of ?? stakes and check ????, 

look at Leeds.

52
Volunteer: New Earswick  Raise funds by enforcement fines for people who litter in city centre (on the spot fines). Increase council tax for adult 

services Increase parking fines Plenty of ideas for saving money, not enough space to put here

53
Most pensioners would not mind a small flat rate per journey York card for libraries increase as still good value. On bus massive increase in fly-

tipping/also not for recycling.

54 Save money by making this form much less long and complex and you will get more replies.

55

The financial situation with York council is highlighted by the headlines in the press today. Yet another "few" thousands wasted on an 

independent review.  If the council was run better then we wouldn't be having to make savings.  Plus how much has this new questionnaire cost 

to send out.

56 Also interested in volunteering with the elderly

57 Lower business rates to save shops in city centre from closing and also encourage new business's into city

58 I volunteer already

59 Think once, twice. Is this wise or a waste of money

60 Start spending on large insulation, energy efficiency, and renewable energy programmes across all council assets for long-term savings

61 Look after residents rather than tourists. Bus services to Rawcliffe are terrible

62
Increase the taxes on food shops in York decrease taxes on shops that provide York residents that make york a place for residents again theres 

nothing left for us

63 Bring back Lendal Bridge fines, it was a good idea Ban bus passes for rich OAPs!! End subsidies to private bus companies making money
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64
Invest in large equipment that would enable far greater recycling of all our waste, e.g. why not yoghurt pots, why plastic bottles and not other 

plastics pots??!

65 Not yet? later as reduced mobility

66 Use Bootham Park as a tourist attraction or art gallery to supply funds for new unit

67
Suggest that all premises in the city should be required to keep the pavement outside them clean. This should reduce the workload of street 

cleaners. Also provide more bins especially at bus stops and fine people caught leaving litter.

68 Cut background staff and ensure remainder do a full days work. My experience is they don't.

69 Not enough detail provided in some areas for a measured response

70 Recruit unpaid volunteers to train up to drive enforcement teams.

71
Volunteering - Library but not wekends  Stop closing roads. Stop building any more cycle lanes. Stop translating any document for any foreigners. 

Do not use any consultants, especially on road traffic issues.

72
Council is too remote from residents with extroverts and busy bodies the only ones getting involved pushing their own agendas. There is a lot of 

talent out there, how to harness it is the tricky bit.

73 Stop publishing "our city" or similar leaflets. Do not "promote" Councillors who are currently under investigation [...].

74 Rely on in-service experts employed by the Council, out-sourcing and consultant fees to expensive

75 Share waster management services e.g. collections with other Authorities

76 Cut back on councilour expenses and make students pay for waste collection

77
I find it very difficult to understand what many of the proposals would charge and what the resulting consequences would be. A smaller number 

of proposals fully explained and costed may be a more fruitful approach

78 Congestion changes for vehicles for those coming off ring road into city. Tax for non electric vehicles

79 Consider hotel tax on guest nights

80 Electronic sign boards around city serve no useful function - sell space to commercial operations or make then provide useful into

81

Council tax has to rise because central government has slashed grants to Councils. A rise should not exceed the CPI average for the previous 12 

months (exc Adult Social Care discretion). Review Park & Ride costs as many cuses are seen almost empty eg. revise frequencies or times of 

operation.  It's a good scheme but is it cost effective?

82
the community demands a high level of service for this we need to pay the fairest way to pay it through tax services are very very stretched at 

present in my small experience we need to pay more to get more for everyone

83 Publish an all inclusive bus timetable please

84 Implement a city centre congestion charge

85 (bar walls maintenance costs) 'voluntary' establish appreciation points on the walls themselves to accept plastic payments! 'no cash points'

86 Why if you are so short of money have you agreed to spend a ridiculous amount on the new sports centre?

87
Owing to the huge number of student houses, accommodation, target landlords and/or the university to pay part or full council tax on all 

properties occupied by students. Then no need to increase council tax
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88 Get rid of some of the higher paid executives will save a fortune

89
Many cities abroad charge a local income tax in hotels, about £1.50 a day. You pay to the hotel. Why don't landlords who rent to students pay 

rates? The university should build accommodation on campus. Think of the houses it would release in York

90 Every volunteer means one more person unemployed

91 I'd pay more for weekly bin collection

92 Charge student properties council tax

93 more electric vehicles prohibit cars from city centre electric cars/vans delivery from hubs

94

Although I agree people with mental health problems, learning difficulties, the disabled should get the help they need and if possible do 

volunteer work suitable to their needs. The vast majority of alcoholics, drug addicts, gamblers and especially criminals have only themselves to 

blame and should be made to maintain or help maintain : -maintenance and development of highways and infrastructure assets -maintenance of 

historic assets and facilities -maintenance and refurbishment of parks, play areas and libraries -maintenance and development of leisure facilities -

various defence measures -flood defence measures -parks and open spaces -waste and recycling -street cleaning -road and footpath maintenance 

If they refuse dock their benefits by 50% a week until they agree to do some thing useful and justify their useless existance upon this earth. Also, 

if people want to stop drinking, taking drugs, gambling and smoking make them foot the bill. That way more money could be spent on the 

disabled like myself. That would make more sense than increasing poll tax or cutting vital services. My name and address aren't important, but 

my views are and represent 70% pf the population

95
you send people who app. for a blue badge to a consultent (who costs a lot) he doesn't get out of his chair, no examinations contact their 

doctors, they know hospital rec.

96
charge/tax on bars/clubs that benefit most from stag/hen parties Fine/surcharge for fast food businesses whose rubbish is left by racegoers etc 

on the street

97 Enforce council tax repayments & arrears by prosecution if required

98
Cut down on printing these difficult to understand consultation documents as most questions are not easy to understand and therefore answers 

to be given

99 Stop using consultants - managers are paid to manage - not opt out of their responsibilities

100 Road pricing, car parks ion centre developed as housing, for the homeless, not the rich

101 Sort out the city centre - camera cars flouting no entry and levy fines

102

is there any way we can re-use paper bags/boxes e.g. to put fruit & veg in, in supermarkets & to transport fruit & veg home - thus saving plastic & 

improving out carbon footprint? Can we press for financial incentives to discourage people from choosing items in plastic punnets at 

supermarkets? Could we employ more people to create alternatives to plastic packaging (e.g. like waitrose, using boxes made of leaves) and gain 

sponsorship/grants/funds to benefit whole of York for doing so?

103 Charge 1/4 bus fares for senior citizens with free travel on benefits

104 Increase council tax on bands D to H these are the areas where the money is
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105
I said no to volunteering as I already give up more than 20 hours a week to provide 24 hour services that the council have failed to provide. I help 

with public safety and have saved lives, whilst be frequently mocked by the public who think we are a council paid service not volunteers.

106
Make residents parking schemes mandatory in the majority of CYC residential streets. Residents would pay their annual fee or not have a car an 

use public transport. Visitors would need to pay to park.

107

Provide discounted business rates for new 'local' business who want to take up premises which have been empty for over 18 months in and 

around the bar walls.  Maintain footpaths properly.  Not waste millions on big projects residents don't particularly want which just lines big 

businesses pockets.  Keep services in the hands of the council and be efficient yourselves rather than contract out to the private sector who make 

money.   

108 as above, I would like to see more enforcement of parking / driving rules, and expect this could be profitable. 

109
Organise chargeable guided tours of West Offices, to include the history of the building as a rail station Organise chargeable guided walks on the 

City Walls. Don't waste money on commercial property acquistions!

110 What are the councillors and council staff volunteering to do?

111

Whilst York has pockets of severe deprivation, its population is fairly wealthy. In contrast the level of NNDR and Council Tax is lower than the 

average for areas with our socio-economic profile. The authority needs to charge more for services and impose a higher level of Council Tax and 

NNDR. People chose to relocate to and remain in York due to the quality of life and this needs to be maintained. 

112
A small saving could be to discontinue or reduce the grass cutting of verges that was introduced in this area when the York boundary was 

extended. Formerly the task was left to residents to keep their frontages tidy.

113
How about making landlords pay council tax for their student tenants? It's good that students are exempt, but with the sharp increase in HMOs 

around UoY I can't help but think that CYC will eventually go broke.

114
Money could be saved/generated by more careful selling of assets. Stonebow house was sold for a ridiculously low price and the developer will 

make an absolute fortune from it. That money could and should be going into YCC if they had done the regeneration scheme themselves.

115
Consider developing river buses/taxis as a public transport service option to alleviate road traffic congestion and generate income.  Lower the 

rates on city centre commercial properties to incentivise new business investment rather than having empty premises. 

116

York has great potential, but decades of lack of organisation and planning is letting the city down. There are less and less opportunities including 

jobs. York need to attract great companies, diversed industries. Organise the night life to stop drunkenness troubles, organise students, races 

goers, tourists to make a pleasing city to all. Thinking about future and not as day by day.

117 Cease "Ward Funding" as its the equivalent of fiscal "sweeties" for Councillors to dispense at their discretion.

118 More income could be generated by better collaboration with York Museums Trust.

119 Also willing to volunteer in libraries and museums

120 Review all departments to explore any potential efficiencies.  Start with the basics what are mandatory functions you have to provide as a council

121 Put solar panels on all suitable council-owned buildings.  
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122

An overhaul of transport is desperately needed- an expansion of cycle lanes and public transport, at the very least the enforcement of pre-

existing traffic regulations must be improved (I must have seen hundreds of people driving the wrong way down fossgate since the traffic flow 

switched) but even better would be the introduction of a congestion charge for non-residents in the city centre (at least- if not further out). Car 

park charges should be increased only if matched by better bus services to offer a meaningful alternative. This would serve to reduce strain on 

the current road infrastructure (as such reducing maintenance costs), and tackle air pollution. In the long term the reopening of local trains 

stations and the introduction of additional stations to form a quasi commuter system in to York should be considered. 

123
I believe a large increase in council tax is required to bring CoYC up to average levels across the country. We have currently one of the lowest 

council tax rates. An increase of around 8-10% would alleviate many of the cuts.

124 York Pride generates income for the city but they could pay something to the city? 

125 I am very sceptical about this survey. I’ve been asked to vote on services without knowing whether or not they work and are effective. 

126

Night at the Museum sleep overs Child-free fridays at the museums / art galleries with alcohol and entertainment Social care services to private 

residents at a discount but enough to pay for their support and subsidise other service users. Introduce a Tourist tax (much like New York) which 

is based on occupancy in hotels or Airbnb accommodation 

127

*Cut the exorbitant wages of top staff. *Stop immediately the practice of those employed in waste services from knocking off early, sometimes 

before they have finished their work. They should have a set number of hours to work in a day and not go until the time they are paid until, like 

the rest of society. *Stop sending gardening services to do the gardens of the elderly, if they have families who could cut their lawns/hedges for 

them. A neighbour of mine got this for donkeys years when he had a son and grandson who could have done it. He also was well off enough to 

have paid for a private gardener.  *Make Uber drivers who work within York area pay the same fees to COYC that York drivers have to pay.  

*Departments and managers should embrace being open with data and facts and do this as a matter of course, this would help stop so many FOI 

requests having to be handled.  *Stop providing skips to wards with a large area of housing density. This is not fair to other areas who do not get 

these and have to take their own waste to the tip. 

128

More traffic enforcement cameras for speeding & ignoring road signs; Cycle registration scheme - all cycles to be fitted with an intelligent re-

writable 'chip' that coupled with sensors fitted at traffic lights would be able to capture road traffic violations & issue fixed penalty tickets. Cycles 

without 'chips' can be seized by police in a similar way to uninsured motor vehicle drivers. Enforcement of noise limitation on motorcycles / 

mopeds to reduce anti-social behaviour. Look at the potential introduction of congestion charge / city access fee for certain periods of times 

during the day. 

129

I have an eye for figures and an interest in city planning perhaps access to the city budget with an opportunity for comment may be useful for 

some people. According to your figures council support and public engagement amounts to 11% of the budget. As the third largest expenditure 

what exacting is this? I remember york council spending millions on a new office for themselves with the promise to save money in the long run. I 

wonder has this impressive target been achieved? Thank you. 

130

Replace all street lights with LEDs. Let York Community Energy put solar panels on all suitable Council buildings without them and buy the 

resulting electricity from them.  Implement 'Housing First' policy, so will save money on lot of other preventative work.  Improve air quality in 

York, so reducing number of people in poor health and needing care.
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131
I am already part of a volunteer street cleaning organisation. It increases awareness and pride in an area and relieves council funding to a small 

degree

132

Lobby central government. Be vocal about impact of cuts on the city, its residents and its children. Reconsider the over dependency on low value 

sectors in the city. Increase preventative support in the short term to reduce longer term reliance on services. Both of these last points could be 

addressed by recognising the value of the arts. Make space available in empty properties for short-term leases and pop-up ventures. Review 

council tax bands so that those in the £1m + houses which now scatter the city are contributing the same proportion of income as those 

struggling in 2 bed terraces.Charge people for compost and increased green bin collections.

133
More community service projects by prisoners and as sentences for minor crimes - could do building/parks/public space maintenance, and in the 

case of prisoners, learn new skills.

134 Vehicle access charge within outer ring road for vehicles registered outside CoY.

135
Increase the council tax rate. Support central cultural services and open spaces, namely YMT, parks and Library services at the current level for 

the next two budget periods. Exit the commercial property sector.

136 Cut councillors wages. Sell the limo and the fancy chains. 

137

Introduce one of the new style cycle schemes to the City - better than Boris bikes try OFO being used in East London, Urbo in Waltham Forest or 

Mobike in Ealing all 50p per hire, a similar one used in Newcastle and doubtless other parts of the country - would massively ease congestion and 

much pleasanter to use in York than in London so if working elsewhere it should work in York.

138

Reduce the salaries of the senior managers.  Don't give pay offs to senior managers when they leave the council.  Any new cafe/bars/restaurants 

within the city walls have to pay an additional levy to their council tax to help clean up the city centre.  Don't commission expensive reports only 

to then not publish them because they show the council to be incompetent.  Don't remove councillors from the executive without allowing them 

to answer their accusations.

139
CYC could do more joint venture as a social enterprise - to bring benefits to residents. Developing income streams via renewable energy - could 

help to nudge residents in to more env friendly behaviour if they can save money.  

140
Provide good compost bins to households and recycle the food compost via a company such as Refood in Doncaster. At the moment there are no 

compost bins used and a lot going to landfill.

141
I work full time and don't have time to volunteer to maintain services that I pay for already through my council tax, income tax and national 

insurance. 

142

Stop wasting resources on luxury housing developments. We don't need more million pound houses that sit empty for ages or are just used as 

second homes. We need affordable housing for people who live here full time, people who actively contribute to our economy and community. 

We are becoming a city that only the rich can afford to live in, it's not only unfair and immoral, it's boring. 

143
York Hospital, as a major employer in the City, provides a number of services that could be shared with the Council, for example - locally supplied 

energy via the hospital's Combined Heat & Power plant, back-office functions such as finance and HR
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144

Stop using consultants, nobody but you knows what Yorks needs are. Make decisions stop hiding behind consultations. York lead the way in foot 

streets since then we have fallen behind other towns and cities. Introduce a bedroom tax, this is so common in Europe that it should not be 

difficult to introduce. Improve the cities infrastructure and keep the city clean. Be bold and stop providing crutches to those in little need. Stop 

cars in the city centre, I am fed up of seeing blue badge holders with cars that are very low to the ground get in and out without problem. 

Concentrate on the really vulnerable and needy, have a first class provision but be tough. Make the city somewhere people wish to live and 

everything else will fall into place, 

145
better control of staffing and budgets. Run the place like a commercial organisation Get rid of the dead wood pay people for what they do not 

what is written in a job description. 

146
On streets where houses open directly on to the street or via a small forecourt or garden residents should be responsible for keeping their own 

area of pavement and gutter clean.

147

I am concerned at the rise in student accommodation being built. As I understand it they make no contribution to the council services through 

council tax etc and yet they will use these services just as much as year round residents. I appreciate the wish not to raise student costs but I do 

feel that landlords should have some responsibility for contributing to council costs. The universities will have to ensure that this cost is not 

passed onto students by applying pressure on landlords to charge rents of a particular amount for a particular grade of accommodation.  It may 

be of course that Westminster do not allow council tax to be levied on student accommodation. In which case the call to the council is to 

maintain a balance of student accommodation compared to accommodation made available to residents; the balance to ensure that the loss of 

council tax does not escalate at a faster rate than the council tax income from private residents.

148 Think and act commercially. Manage services better and you'll be able to do significantly more with the resources you have, and also realised 

149

Congestion charge!!! I use bus or park and ride every day and I’m fed up of standing traffic filling the air with noise and fumes, and making our 

beautiful old city unattractive to foot traffic (often shoppers spending £££s). Use money to invest in better public transport and offset some of 

these Central Govt cutbacks.

150

PS: further to the above, I already volunteer as part of Foxwood Residents' Association by maintaining Foxwood Park, Foxwood Community 

Centre's gardens and regular litter picks. I also represent Foxwood R.A on the York Open Spaces Volunteers group that meets at Hazel Court (?) 

twice yearly.

151
Road casualties reduce further when lower speed limits are implemented. I think you would find that the adult social care budget would benefit 

from road speed reductions. Please agree to support Vision Zero which is the principle of aiming to have zero road deaths and serious injuries.

152 I'm about to receive a winter fuel payment although I'm fortunate enough not to need it. I'm guessing that there will be many more people like 

153

Find a way of charging student accommodation blocks a local tax, as students use communal resources but don’t contribute directly to the 

general community. Over-population in certain areas (Walmgate) has blighted our community, causing increased resources to be used (rubbish & 

littering/police call outs/ambulance usage & use of hospital & health services.) The student accommodation blocks & universities make vast 

profits & should contributedirectly to the local communities who are effected by their presence. 
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154

Sell parking permits and other items in the libraries so we don't have to go to the council offices for them. (They do this in Hull). Or even better, 

let us buy them online.  Stop people parking on Scarborough & Filey Terraces for free, and introduce a Residents Parking scheme there.  

Introduce a congestion charge in the City Centre.  

155 increase second home charges.

156

I think that the council should invest in proper recycling facilities to generate future income. I recently called to ask advice on recycling plastics 

and your call operative gave information which directly contradicted your leaflet. If you really do only recycle the items specified on the waste 

leaflet, this is woeful and hugely behind other counties and countries. The ability to reduce landfill and sell on recyclables must long-term save 

money and generate income.

157

(I already volunteer at my local school and sports club, and with a local charity)  Consider lengthening the time between collecting recycling boxes 

for domestic households - but no change to black and green bin collections. We recycle as much as we can but with a household of two adults 

our boxes could be emptied every three weeks, or even four.  Consider a city lottery (similar to that being considered by Harrogate). A lot of 

people are proud to live in York and I'm sure they would support the proceeds going to community projects.  

158 Introduce a £1 levy on each bed occupied on hotels with 25 or more rooms.

159
Do not employ outside consultants. Think before incorporating any more stupid traffic money earning schemes. Make the Guildhall a 

visitors'attraction and charge for entrance. 

160

The cost of any associated Fire service charges as listed on YCC council tax bill should not be incurred by York residents, in essence we are being 

Tax twice by central government due to their inability to adequately fund YCC. Any additional monies generated from the above should be 

directed to YCC.  Review senior / director level pay.  Look at incorporating management all emergency services controls centers under one 

facility, possibly at YCC offices. Ensure any non YCC / NON EU residents are charged for ayt service incurred. Prioritized York residents for YCC 

services over non residents, housing etc.

161
It's a bit misleading to group everything into "areas of activity". Why not start by reducing the salaries of the highly paid executives and 

consultants? There are too many highly paid chiefs and not enough hard working indians.

162 I am sorry not to volunteer, but it is simply that I am in my 90s and in care.

163 Reform Highways Department to make it more efficient

164

A local hotel bed tax, like they have in lots of tourist centres abroad like the German Kurtaxe or Ortstaxe. £1/day per adult would see some of the 

revenues spent by tourists being directed to maintaining the city's core historic and cultural assets that bring them here in the first place. A 

licensing condition enforcement to not serve drunks and heavily fining businesses serving anyone who causes a nuisance. Borrow money at the 

current low interest rates to secure ownership of core real estate - Castle Gateway, Coppergate, etc. - so that as freeholders you can impose 

conditions on land use commensurate with the policy goals of the city.

165

Introduce discipline within your work force. actually assist useless people out of the organisation who are lazy and not cost offective. Introduce 

monitoring of staff working outside of the council's property who seem to take a long time to do anything. Investigate the amount of theft in 

your business, eg Road Line painters offering to mark carparks for cash, theft of building materials, abuse of council vehicles, personal use of 

council vehicles. toughen up!
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166

Undertake a large investment in renewable energy, energy efficiency across all Council assets including Council houses and EPHs. Insulation, 

Passivhaus standards, and roof-mounted solar especially would be a good place to start. This short-term investment will generate longer term 

savings. Stop throwing more and more money at building and maintaining a large network of roads and instead focus on supporting public 

transport, footpaths and cycle paths for the numerous health and wellbeing benefits as well as pollution reductions and future savings against 

mass road maintenance. It's common sense.

167 I already volunteer.  Actually reduce business rates for small independent shops - so empty shops are filled instead of unsightly empty shops. 

168
Long-term thinking investment such as renewable energy. Reducing the number of office accommodation being converted into housing to ensure 

business rates can be maintained/increased and better paid jobs can come to the City.

169

Rather than shaving budgets (salami slicing) and managing through budgets and staff (traditional command and control management) - focus on 

customer purpose and value and efficiencies/savings will fall from this.  This requires a sustained approach to service improvement across all 

services, empowering staff to identify waste and inefficiency and act upon the systems that create it.  The choice given to residents in this 

consultation is less £ of this or more of that ££. The real solution is not this binary... the third way is to ensure services are as effective and 

efficient as possible... then there would be more money to go around. No one wants to contribute more to services that are inefficient and full of 

waste. And lots of services currently are because they are just aiming to do the wrong things righter!  

170

I don't think this consultation is at all resident friendly - it's far too long and the questions are worded in a confusing way. I appreciate the need to 

be thorough but surely there's a more engaging way of going about it. You're asking people to make detailed judgements about a huge range of 

services without explaining in a clear and concise way what the alternatives are or what the implications will be which seems like a pointless 

exercise! I'd be amazed if more than a handful of people actually made the time to read the accompanying documents. 

171
Make decisions locally based on residents priorities and not give priority to schemes which are funded by external sources such as cycle lanes. 

cheap to apply but have great impact on other traffic flow ie Clifton bridge and Monks cross football stadium

172 I don’t feel qualified to express a view on the detail of these proposals on the whole. 
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